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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY I —  THE SOCIAL ORGANISM

This lesson is the first of a series of twenty-six (Class *+7 
in the Philosophy of Concepts*, lessons 1175-1200) and it inagurates 
an eleventh group of studeis in the "stellar science". Of the ten 
preceding series ("Sabian Astrology", class 21; "Pythagorean Astrology", 
calss 2*+; "Temple Astrology", class 26; "Professional Astrology", 
class 29$ "Divinatory Astrology", class 31; "Symbolical Astrology", 
class 3*+? "Theosophical Astrology", class 36, "Directional astrology , 
class 39$ j " A r a b i a n  Astrology", class *+2; and "Hermetic Astrology", 
class 1+5) the three series, Sabian, Tehosophical and Hermetic. A strology, 
or their equivalent are necessary for the present work, lhis is the 
fifth of the "advanced" departments into which the "Astrology of Con
cepts" is divided, and to it the student must bring— in addition to 
the ability to erect a chart easily and without appreciable error, and 
a developed capacity for identifying any and all events of life m  
terms of astrological coordinates— a reasonably trained gift for con
sidering both the phases of life and experience and the. facets of self
hood upon various levels of being and expression, so that all elements 
of existence are subjected to analysis by the astrological or occult 
spectrum made possible in this advanced study; in other words, the 
philosophy of the Theosophical astrology is an absolute prerequisite 
of the present work. There'will be no definite M W V M /  to prior 
series, and if the general idea of the preceding work has been gained, 
and the present lessons are taken in proper order, the stuaent will 
have no difficulty with anything now to be presented. This is the 
first of eight lessons on the Organic Man, and it introduces the stu
dent to the purely physical side of individual being, or to tn.o.t one 
of the five "personal" zodiacs which charts the visible channel of 
selfhood; the animal-in which man dwells for his objective expression.
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Here is the social organism as such, the racial pattern in its broadest 
aspect. From the °rgamic Man is built, with assistance from the Mi- 
corcoismic Man, the conventional Zodiacal Man of popular astrology, and 
from many points of view the Organic Man is perhaps the most important 
of the five "personal” zodiacs. Study has berun with the Neural and 
Glandular "men" (Theosophical and Hermetic Astrology, respecitvly) 
because through them the active personality of the individual is met 
Ttfhere it is most individual or most impressive of its own social iden
tity. The Organic Man is of greater importance in connection with 
the function of the individual organism within the periphery of its own
being, and it is this point of view that lifts the Microcosmic and 
Cerebrospinal "men" to a similar importance, creating "Hegelian Astrol© 
ogy". The name "Hegelian# may with intire propriety be applied to the 
whole of Sabian work, but it is in the present branch of astrology 
that the "stellar science" approaches most closely to tne technique of 
Hegel (in a constant synthesis of all things in the focus of immediate
being) and therefore it is convenient to make special use of the name 
here. The personality which primarily is a creature of the environ
ment is properly handles by itself in a complete series of lessons, 
and this, the Neural Man, has biven"Theosophical Astrology" 5 in like 
manner the personality which primarily is the creature of heridity, the 
Glandular Man, has .justified "Hermetic Astrology. Now the stoudent 
faces the task of rounding out his conception of "personality" as paint
ed by a braader brush, and it may help him to consider "Hegelian Astrol 
ogy as a whole of which the "Theosophical" and "Hermetic" studies are 
branches or highly specialized parts.

In the Organic Man the vissible channel of personality is
met, the"dnimal" in which the spirit of man dwells. This is not a 
reference to the "animal nature" of common occult teriiinoMgy? an in
ept term for the "lower nature" as a whole, and a Lerm wnich also, in



contrast with the divine indwelling spirit, is synonymous with t^e 
"personality" or purely human "will" of man. The Organic Man is not 
the body in an inert purely substantial sense (such is gaven no ruler- 
ship by astrology because such resolves to cosmic force, atomic and 
molecular structure; loses all identity when removed from itssphere of 
usefulness) but rather is the body as a functioning organism; the .rul
er ship is of basic fundtion per . se. In the broad scheme of nature 
the animals may never live wholly to themselves (except where they have 
touch with the human kingdom and anticipate the development of person
ality) although in their own kingdom they largely act in terms of pare 
organism, or as expressions of the "group spirits" of occult teaching.

The animal exists to be socialized, and when mammalian form is borrow
ed by the human "life stream" this process is developed to its ulti
mate. Socialization takes place through the sense interchange of 
animal life. In "Hegelian Astrology" proper the first task must be 
to consider the senses of man and animal, to identify physically what 
in Tehosophical and Hermetic astrology has been a matter of direct or 
intuitional sense of interchange. This requires material of which some 
will have to be explained after it has veen employed, particularly the 
distinction between the five and seven groupings of signs in the dif
ferent "zodiacal men".

The five signs from Taurus to Capricorn inclusive, reading 
in "cosmic order" (or backwards through the zodiac) are the expres
sion gamut" in the Organic Man, and these rule the "outgivings" of per 
sonality in terras of organic function. Under Taurus is the facial 
expression, under Aries the voice, under Pisces is movement and. loca
tion or grace, under Aquarius is the aura and mood as a projection of 
the libido from the blood, and under Capricorn is the emanation of the
order of the "psychic call" of the personality. The senses of man are 
the foundation of his awareness and in astrology awareness is a func



tion of opposition. The opposite signs to the above therefore give 
the related "intakings" of personality's the eyes or visualization un
der Scorpio, the ears of understanding under Libra, touch or contact 
under Virgo, taste or knowledge under Leo and the noe or pure animal 

awareness under Cancer.
The planets that are "exalted" in the signs of outfiving are 

the "positive" exaltations, and. the "negateve" exaltations are oppo
site. In the table (given for convenience of comparison in the fol
lowing lesson rather than here) it may be seen that the department of 
life (sun and moon) is represented in outfiving and above tne torso, 
the department of circumstances (Venus ana Mars) in outgiving oelow 
the torso, the social department positive (Uranus) assisting.

The department of soul (Saturn and Jupiter) with the focus 
of mind (Mercury) assisting here bather than with circumstances, and 
the department of social cooperation in its negative Jihase (Nepuune) 
also assisting, dominates the torso or self-contained being proper.

The eyes organically are set off apart by the exaltations, 
serving the crucifixion of selfhood in experience ana in the Organic 
Man being related to the base of the torso or the spatial situation of 
the individual, his "four-sqaring" to life. The exaltations of the 
Dragon's head and tail in the signs ruling the appendages or "extremes 
of the torso involve later material in their explanation.
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY II —  THE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS

This lesson is the second of eignt on the Organic Man, and 
it introduces the student to the whole astrological pcttoej.n of tne hu 
man senses. The "five expressions" of the Organic Man are the basic 
distribution of the social organism in its environment, and the ruler- 
hip of the senses here is of the animal structure 5 primarily a matter 
of the keenness and efficiency of the senses as such. The planetary 
rulership is not of the senses diredtly, but of the social adaptation 
of them, positively and negatively, and in the interpretation of the 
chart it will be necessary to keepthis very definitely m  mind if 
hopeless confusion is not to result. While it is quite simple to see 
the root of known trouble in a chrt, by means of all the rulerships 
now given to the student, it is extraordinarily difficult to know what 
the physical expressionof any trouble might be from a mere examination 
if the chart of an unknown case. Difficulty with seeing, hearing and 
the like is as varied according to the social experience as according 
the organic deficience, and the skilll of the astrologer comes into ac
count wihen he is able to balance the two factors (organic trend towards 
weakness and social conditionint in such direction) and determine the 
degree and natureoof help that may be given. Study of the sense and

6 M / 6 t / M W i l i M l  / / M M  /&t/M/d/////////
functioning perhaps is quite the most advanced ox all pha&esox per 
sonal astrology", unless a detailed investigation of mental upsets 
(the field of psychiatry) is undertaken. The senses are primarily 
theoperation fif the social consciousness, and through the Organic Man 

they become the social organism.
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THE ORGANIC MAN: THE FIVE_BXPRBSSIGNS  ... (BY_ PLANET&HY ENALTATOT)
THE OUTGIVING POSITIVE EXALTATIONS THE INTAKING NEGATIVE EXALTATION
Taurus Facial Moon Scorpio Eyes Fortuna

expression Visualization
Aries Voice Sun Libra Ears Saturn

thought Understanding
Pisces Movement Venus Virgo Touch Mercury

Location Contact
Aquarius Aura Uranus Leo Taste Neptune

Mood Knowledge
Capricorn Odor Mar s Cancer Nose Jupiter

Emanation Awareness
Gemini Head exalted: The process of being in calcification
Sagittarius Tail exalted: The result of being in carbonization

At this point it is possible to go back to the Neural Man of
"Theosophical Astrology", and to tabulate the senses from the point of
view of their employment by the "indwelling personality" (touching

' this,, however, only in Its conditioned nature, because whatever man
may possess by way of sense capacity, above the social organism of the 

he inhabits
animal s, is purely the result of his conditioning, or his
part in the social consciousness). Behind organic efficiency and de- 
fsffiiency is social experience as this gains direct cooperation in the 
sense pattern, and such is a function of the "solar breaths" or the 
basic "circulations" of life per se. In apt phrasing it may be said
that the senses are "negative reflections" of the soc 1  breaths, and
a table may be constructed from that point of
THE NEURAL MAN: THE FIVE SOLAR BREATHS
THE FIVE FACULTIES Hand Sixth) THE SI

view:
(AS SENSORY RELATIONSHIPS)

X SENSES (and their Agencies)
Cancer
Gemini
Taurus
Aries
Pisces
Aquarius

Expression Brain Leo Sensation Lights Intuition
.balance Ears Virgo Illusion Mercury Hearing
Revelation Eyes Libra Perception Venus Sight
Resonance Nose Scorpio Emotion Mats Smell
Poise_ Flesh SagittariusReflex Jupiter Feeling
Appetite Mouth Capricorn Assimilation Saturn Taste



Because It is in the Neural Man that the rulership oi the
signs by planets is determined, the senses are here (although entirely
a matter of function) largely given their practical association w-th
the planets, and from some points of view it may be said that the san-
ses are the "pure activity" of man's functioning, insofar as man pri-

creaouie ^  j.,̂s objective expression. It was this
marily is a social 
which the medieval astrologers divined, somewhat inchoately, when they
gave the rulership of the senses directly to the planets, fhe e~rs, 
associated with hearing and so the inner ana eternal being,of the in
dividual, were correctly given to the planets of soul: and the right 
ear assigned to Jupiter, the left to Saturn, actually wi& meads, aS 
will be seen by the above tables, that the 1 8 ft ear (in right-handed 
or "normal" individuals) Is the seuse of pure being, and the right

ear linked with the feeling of esthetic adaptation of the social exper
iences. Alertness is of the left ear, appreciation of the righ£, in a 
typification of this detail of the snese pattern, -*---6 eyes aie 
ruled by the "lights" in the medieval books,' and by this their link
age with pure sensation, or space awareness and "character aware
ness is traced in terms of basic activity. The left eye, more re
lated to the conscious slef, isruled by the qoon in the male and the 
sun in the female (showing a greater conscious social awareneess by 
the male). In the female the rulerships are reversed ( a greater 
subconscio s social awareness is significent of the sex). In the
terms of the sun, the male is more subconsciously and the female more 
consciously moved by thought, or ideal consideration. ne ruler
ship of the nose and sesne of smell by Mars is the most, simple phase 
of the sense pattern. The medj.eval rulersnip of die cheeks ana ci-u-n 
by Venus, and of the tongue and mouth by Mercury, is suggestive but of
lesser importance (the blush a phenomenon of Venus, but the putting of 
things to or in the north for add to ©nse identification too ihhibit-
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ed by modern culture to be noticed except in children or abnormal?.
For the Sabian student, except in diagnostic cases where the foregoing 
is of tremendous occasional value, the most helpful approach to the 
senses is in terms of their reflection of the Solar Breaths (the re
sponsive social activity of these '’floods” of selfhood). In the ta- 
bleof the Neural Man above the faculty of "expression" and the sense 
of "ontuition" represent a generalization of the whole sinse patternj 
there is not and should not be a eorresponedence to any of the Solar 
Breaths. But the inner being, manifest through the hearing, is in 
terras of social existence wholly a reflection of the "etherid double" , 
circulation ( of the manifestation of the life force itself, the deli
cate balance of the individual in his social predicaments). ight 
is the broad human spatial sense, directly related with consciousness 
and the structure of man as a specialization of the food duct. Smell, 
the most simple and yet in some ways the most complex (most universal) 
of direct social being. The sense of feeling ( agroup of "senses" 
which in terms of the body are the most universalized is linked with 
the lynphatie (most thoroughly "animal-self) circulation, and the sense 
of taste, subject to the most delicate culture, is related to the 
blood circulation.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY III —  THE PHYSICAL ORGANISM 
This lesson is the third of eight on the Organic Man, and 

it introduces the sudent to the nature of function in terms of an 
animal existences an existennce capable of free or independent movement 
and so of true individual experience. It is customary for the oc
cultist to regard the animal form he inhabits as a limitation, and to 
dwell fondly in realms of subjective or "transcendental" experience, 
but such is a form of self-annihilation for the reason that in the sub
jective realms of factors of existence aresocial or shared to a de
gree fat greater than in physical or objective embodiment, and that, 
except as an individuality is established in the world where sharp i- 
dentity is possible, the merging of self into other-self, impercepti
ble through it may be, results inevitably in a loss ofselfhood. ^he 
importance of the Organic Man to the advanced student of stellar sci
ence is that through it he may approach directly the actual identity 
of individuality of a native and lielp substantiate the pracitcal divin
ity of being. Function as an abstraction seems to be of very little 
importance to the seeking mind, but this is because the superficial 
rather than the deeper significance is seen. In the consciousness, and 
in all matters of larger value, the evolution of character is always 
from complexity to simplicity, from regularity to the irregularity of 
definite individuality. Thus the process is particularly to be noted 
ora language, which is entirely of the higher character of raan. Func
tion may be very perfect in the most simple form, as is th best ovserv- 
ed. in primitive forms of life. The Clipper animalcule (paramecfium) 
is highly organized functionally and yet is a noe-celled or non-celled 
animal. The amoeba is very directly simple and without organic organ
ization, and uet functionally is a complete andhighly siccessful or
ganism. 'The purpose of the great specialization of organs m  higher 
life is not for the function per se but for the individualization or
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objective freedom of the individual, and a siudy of the Organic Man 
must be based upon the real and not the apparent purpose of function. 
Therefore the master'd of the senses or servants of inG.ivio.uali oy musu 
be tied more to the Organic than the Neural Man in astrology, and must 
be largely expressed in pure actiity or through the planets5 ano. tne 
study of the Organic Kan itself is best bejfun with one senses Decause 
they suggest more definitely the individuality, less commonly the ani
mals standardization or "form bondage" of the average soul. Function 
is the process of being, and its various tasks are mechanisms of self
differentiation or (in terms of pure metaphysics) the development, 
manipulation and manintenance of consciousness. In the taole oi the 
five expressions of the Organic Man (in the prior lesson) the two signs 
which are opposites of any of the five are (a^ in every man of 
the zodiac on this five-seven division) the gounding factors of the 
seven manifestations of organic function, and in them are exalted the 
nodal points of the moon or the interaction symbols of the functional 
lunar and pure-being solar planes of selfhood. Here the intuition of 
the medieval astrologers has ©aught the hey to the root idea of func

tion.
There are seven "organs" in a man, to be sharply distinguished 

from glands and nerve structures, amd from mechanisms of the bones and 
muscles. Function begins with the Dragon's head and ends with the .. 
Dragon's tail in the sense of a "gamut" opposite from the opress .on 
of self through the senses. The distinction made here between "ex
pression" and "manifestation" is that the former is primarily a result 
of consciousness and the latter is a result in consciousness5 both con
tributing equally to consciousness as the basic task of the Organic 
Man. Here are notbbdy, mind or spirit "powers", but primitive ne
cessities. If such a distinction and terminology is needed, there 
are here the "body necessities", with the mind and spirit necessities
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in the two other '’men" to be studied in the present series. Identity 
must exercise itsiIf in order to be, and for that purpose the senses 
exist; but identity must also function in and of itself to support it
self and make itself capabel of self-expression. % e  organs compli
cate function and Increase the capability or dimension of identity.
exactly as the whole social scneme of the universe is a development of 
complication or predicament to create the larger and larger identities 
of spiritual being. The polarity of self in termw of pure identity 
is established in animal form by the interaction iSf the "food*1 and
blood circulations, the latter an evolution out of the former (at the 
dawn of higher organism in the history of life). -Function is wholly 
established on and aro ng the general food duct, or the basic "inside 
outside" of man, Identified by a type of primitive "germ layer" as dis
tinct as that of his "outside outside" (the endoderm in contrast with 
the ectoderm). Function begins with the lungs, under Gemini where 
the Head is exalted, and the lungs are a specialization (out pouching) 
of the food canal, -^strologically life befins with the first breath, 
or function galvanized into individual being or definite identity with 
the first breath, or function galvanized into individual being or def
inite identity with the first breath. The lungs are not necessary to 
respiration. The frog has lungs and yet can respire comfortably 
through his skin directly. -But they make the key toontriDution to
consciousness and man cannot live without them.

The stomach under Cancer marks the seat of man's Individual
ized consciousness, the second step. Visceral mo cion of this organ
is the keystone in any conditioning of self—consciousness; in symbol 
and allegory the stomach Is the "way to man's hear", i.e., inner being. 
Teh intestines under Virgo mark the astrological seat of all the ex
perience - or assimilation of man. Here the body selects or secretes
that which 1st uses in the system, and places it in the blood stream for 
distribution. Here the various "men" meet must intimately, for here



merve centers, glands and organs are interwoven in mutual interdepend

ence. Syen the microcosmic and cerebrospinal men are here brought to 
the primitive identity of self, and in the groad cosmic allegory it is 
here that"the virgin conceives” and the ”son of destiny of self is ex
alted. The drama of individuality is completed in this phase for so
cial contribution in terms of offspring, psychological EBeative activi
ty and completion of the reciprocal chemical cycles of the various lev
els of life.

Interwoven with the three negative organs of the previous 
paragraph are the three other "positive” organs (of which the lungs 
were the first). The heart is the first organic specialization of 
the enhryo (an evolution of "stomachs" i.e., aortic arches, when 
it remains the element of "eternal first things", heredity in a func
tional sense. The kidneys are a similar early specialization repre- . 
senting the "ultimate eternal" of identity.

The coccyx is an astrological "organ", requiring with the 
heart and kidney some further explanation beyond the present lesson.
As the "organ of movement" under Sagittarius it is the key to the wfeole 
of the "animal existence" of man, Sagittarius here taking on an import
ant equal to that an the Neural and Glandular "men".



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY IV THE PHYSICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

This lesson is the fourth of eight in the Organic Man, and 
it introduces the student to perhaps the most difficult of all meta- 
physical considerations in astrology: the nature of ordinary "every 
day" consciousness. The Sey to understanding is found in organic 
evolution, althoufh the picture of this process in conventional sci
ence is a little too ranch out on a striaght line to be exactly true 
to nature (or even when patterned, as usual, on a branched tree arrange
ment). The evolution of higher life, expecially as this is shown, 
in its embryonic recapitulation, is charted primarily in the segmen
tation which in the vertebrates is fixed in the segments of the spine 
but which is more typical in the earthworm (annelid), '̂ he story may. 
be put somewhat in the following manner (although such remains only 
a story, and accurate only in bare idea). In the evolution oi con
sciousness there was the dvelopment of the organism m  which the 
individual could function, and also the development of the sphere in 
which individuality could become actual. The latter would, require 
a social interchange^’ so that with the evolution of animal form there 
came the evolution of the community, and. the higher form of i os elf 
also at the same time became a community: i.e., "cellular" forms as 
opposed to equally functional but less social one-celled or non-celled 
forms). In form itself the development of the community idea became 
segmentation (little "communities" within self in which a nisorioutioh 
of social experience could. De manes so chau m  one Cereorospin.a.1 Mct.n 
the first study will be of the "brain segments"), and in social experience 
the means of experience became segmen.ba.tion, out segmenoation as a 
"succession in place awareness", i.e., experience based upon movement
free alteration of si uation among the factors of spauial awareness.
Teh coccyx obviously is not a physical organ in the usual sense but in



consciousness it is the "handle", as it were-, of the original- develop
ment of segmentation along the primitive food duct, segmentation of 
the duct of higher or social food as this is built in terms of form 
into the notochord and then into the spine of higher life. The coccyx 
separates exeprience (in metaphysical fact, for there are no word or 
terns to express this properly) and in the structures at the Dase of 
the orso there is a symbolization of both the penetration and straddle 
of experience, exactly as the pelvic girdle under the same rulership 
(Sagittarius), linked with the pectoral or separated arm girdle under 
opposite rulership (Gemini), provide the appendages of individuality 
in terms of arms and. legs by which spatial mastery of an environment 
is gained. B^ery slightly in physical "fact", .a very potently in "actu
ality", the coccyx is the basis of movement in man, i.e., animal indi
viduality. Therefore under some circumstances a person will "flounce" 
out of a room5 both shame and dignity will be expressed by the manner 
in which the coccyx is held (as shown by the position of the hams and 
general carriage). This is the part-fact part-allegory surface con
sideration of the organ, the coccyx. Actually the rulership is of 
the whole process of segmentation in self, so that not only are ^brok
en bones" nearly always ruled, by Sagittarius (empiraeally discovered 
by the medievals, who knew nothing of ciccygeal balance) but also all 
the "flesh" of being, or the alighment of selfhood upon the segments 

of self.
Flesh involves several factors, and these are ruled by the 

oositive organs* lungs, heart, kidneys and coccyx. The senses, under 
the five expressive signs (Capricorn to Taurus, inclusive), involve 
the skin and its specializations, the ectoderm or "outside outside" of 
man5 the negative organs (stomach, intestines and excretaory) the gut 
itself or the "inside outside" of man, the endoderm. Flesh is the 

true "inside" or third germ layer, misoderm, only found in higher life



and the basis of the bines as well as flesh, and also oi tne real func
tioning elements in all organs. The great difficulty here is to give 
sharp pictures to the aberage occult student without doing any great 
violence to scientific knowledge. A'lsh must be seen as segmenta
tion per se and this primarily is a chemical process, an equillibrium 
in terms of the compounds of carbon in which all organic chemistry 
lies. In other words the alignment of the cells of being in terms of 
their relationship to their neighbors, the underlying "form" or interl 
ligence of nature itself, is expressed, in the Organic Man, as the 

’’cellular equilibrium”. Oractically the problems of tover" and "un
der” flesh conditions, the chemical foundation of the whole visible 
slefhood, is found in Sagittarius. . The kidneys, in their development, 
are a parallel segmentation of secreting function along the sp ne (to
be noted easily in primitive forms and embryology) and they furnish 
the next step In positive consciousness, the "life equilibrium", by 
means of their control of the blood condition; particualarly the func
tion of the bolid as a carrier of oxygen. The heart and lungs carry 
the whole process of self-segmentation a step further (as will be ex

plained in Lessons VI, VII).
Physical consciousness is itself in its positive stage (as a 

matter of convenience in thinking) but it is sustained m  ios negative 
stage, and this centers, as has already been pointed out, in ohe in
testines under Virgo. Chemically this is the "hear equilibrium", 
which will be explained, ih the following lesson. The balance of the 
native functioning, the "quilibriums" controlled in the stomach and 
execretory organs, will b e explained in Lesson \Z"III2 -kt tne present 
point, however, the key table is needed as follows*



THE ORGANIC MANS THE 
Gemini Lungs

PE™..,G™TnAT- EQUILIBRIUMS ...THE V T A O ^ ^ m L

Cancer
Leo
VlrgO

Libra
■Scorpio

Stomach
Heart
Intestines
Kidneys
Excretory

Sagittarius Coccyx

Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Sun
Moon
Saturn

Ca Calcium group Tone equilibrium 
H Hydrogen group Hater equilibrium 
Fe Iron group Energy equilibrium
Cl Chlorine group Heat equilibrium 
0 Oxygen group Life equilibrium 
H Nitrogen group Decidual equilibrium
C Carbon group Cellular equilibrium

The greates difficulty for the student will now lie, if he is 
observant enough, in the fact hat he has a relationship between plan
ets and signs that is neither one of "lorhship" nor "exaltation". 
Actually the regular relationships advanced in conventional astrology, 
and inlees advanced phases of the Sabian system, are for the sake 
of convenience (to make it aossible for the oeginner oo get hole of 
something that he can rememeber and use while he is in the first phases 
of his study). But every planet has a special relationship wish ev
ery sign, and many of them have several. As these are knownthere 
are greater depths of understanding to be gained from each individual 
horoscope, naturally. Here the reelationshi? is of the Chaldeab five 
planets to the original five out of these seven signs or oigamc mani 
festation. In a ten-sign zodiac (a symbolical entity impossmole of 
literal existence) there is no Libra air .Scorpio, these constituting 
two hidden, purgatorial or "burning" way, (the "vial combusta" knownto 
conventional horary astrology. Here, the "lights" have a special

function to be explained*



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY V —  THE PHYSICAL PERSONALITY 
This lessoxi is the fifithof the eight on the Organic Man, and it 

introduces the student to the heat equilibrium or the physical person
ality oa. tne human individual (and its significance in terras of gener
al type). For the four lessons now remaining in the sthdy of the 
"zodiacal gut" of human constitution the principal task will be the 
establishment of the "rising types" among individuals as the manifes
tation in the social sense of the basic functions of visible or animal 
being. The idea is that pure physical function itself is too general 
andtoo basicially alike in every person to be learned in other than 
empty academic fashin. The student gains nothing by mastering the 
long series of rulerships of "advanced" astrology for no purpose than 
to knowthem; intelliectual curiosity. They must be related to his 
They must be related to his experience, and tb the experience of all
men, in order that he may d%gnose various difficulties and so give 
actual and efficient aid to those who appeal to him, whom he seeks to 
help by means of the "stellart art". It is never the normal situation 
or life that needs ad, and if it is the abnormal that calls for as- 
isitance, it must be tthe abnormal that must be learned, primarily. Organic 
functioning is abnormal as the rising type. Every man has all the 
organs, and all the functions, even in ectreme cases, pretty close to norm
al expectation, ^ut as a man exists because of his organs as a whole, 
so he is an individual according to which one of them is the center of 
his individuality. Thus some mien are lung-like, breating in life to 
a great degree of social appreciation, making a broad respiration of 
experience possible through their social contributions; and the picture
may be taken simarilarly throggh all the signs. Seven of the signs di-

or socially
rectly are organic, five aresensory organic in their na
ture. The approach cannot be made primarily through the senses be

cause of the lack of immediate physical basis in function; therefore
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the rising types in the Organic Man are conveniently reached through 
the triplicities. Ofothe four of these, earth alone is characterized 
hy the fact that it has but one organic representation5 that twoof' 
its signs are in the sensory five-sign gamut. It is in Virgo, that 
sole earth organ, that the physical or "earthy” sideoof man's nature 
is entirely centered, therefore the consideration properly begmngs with 
the heat equilibrium or the definite physical personality.

The curious fact that will drive itself home lo empirical 
observation in astrological stuhy is that a preponderance of emphaiss 
of eath signs is very necessary for ountstanding "psychic aoiliuy . 
Among spiritulists it has long bean notecied that physical oulk and a 
great fleshy or earthy development is 0 1 cen ohe first mailt of a psy
chic type". hgpth consequently is notstol.-o.idy of oeing, a burying 
of the spirit in a hopeless accumulation of matter, buu rauner it is a 
particular emphasis of the pradtical consideration by the spiriu in
carnate matter.- The "indwelling spark" is most manifest in Ihe 
triplicity most emphasized and if earth is prominent in tne cha±t che 
manifestation of the pririt lies in the most fundamental things. That 
two of the earth signs are on the expressive father than manifest 
"side" of the Organic Man scheme is pattern-certification of the real 
nature of "earth", often overlooked by the student.

Virgo as a rasing type is the "virgin" or the physical or 
unspoiled personality per se$ it is the emphasis of pure existence. 
Organically this is that heat equilibrium which with higher lifeis 
the one eternal step in freedom from environment. Man sneluers him
self against cold ar heat, strom or root hazards of life because his 
organic existence is constant^ and it is in ^irgo that the constancy 
of selfhood is centered in physical fact. Virginity is not innocence

• so much as it is a capacity to transcend experience by eluding bondage 
to experience as such. In theintestinves (the "worm" or eternal sym



bol of base selfhood) is the"inside outside" of man where the secre
tions of himself are most potent in breaking down the material passed 
through self. Hydrochloric (muriatic) acid is formed to attack re
sistant substances, so that the symbolical "salt" of character is here 
paralleled by the common salt (sodium chloride) needed chemically by 
the system at this point. In chlorine is the astrological link be
tween the capacity of the being to resolve all things to itself ano. to 
resolve itself to all situations, i.e., remain constant. All body 
fluids contain salt and the point at which life splits ofi m  evolu
tion from non-living existence is a pooat of separation of life-fluid-

or salt water
from primitive sea water, a point symbolized m  chlorine equi
librium. Assimiluation is the functioning ox the intestines and assimi
lation is permission to a merging in identity by which subsi-ance o± 
non-self becomes substance of self. Processes m  nature possess ca
pacity for "short-cuts" ih both chemical and social structures, so 
that the astrological symbolization may recede from immediate facts, 
but any mastery of immediate fact is a osis ox a universal under
standing; that and the capacity to make in the mind the adjustments 
from symbol to fact and fact to symbol along the track followed (or 
that could have been followed) by evolution.. Chlorine is a powerful 
oxidizing agency and its equilibrium is the heat or constancy equili
brium of the body through theinteraction of basic body plasm; and the 
respiration in which individual life and identity is symbolized (and 
actually established). Virgo as a rising type is a physical person
ality of constancy or virginity in habits and pemperament, the a.ussy 
conventionality" of man n e x L . s e It is the type of deepest unattached 
or basic interest in all things, it is the most practical or constant

exponent of the immediate social ideal.
Of the other two earth signs, Taurus is at the head of the 

expression gamut (the two remaining.earth signs between them bounding
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and so controlling expressio n as such.) and as exaltation of the moon 
it "exalts" function (the moon) per se. Facial expression is the in
dividual "reason for "being" in the sense that the "face of man is his 
social constancy". Hence among all primitive peoples, as yet intui
tively founded in their knowledge, the control of the face and. a 
strength in remaining constant to a social situation have been re gar-el
ded. as the prerequisites among all other things for a real citizenship. 
Therefore Taurus as a type when most true to itself is most seeking to 
hold to idea, if this he nor mere than a "notion".

Capricorn is at the other boundary of the expression gamut 
in the Organic Man, in rulership of the more pyhsical rather than more 
social expression* the odor or direct psychic emanation. In its rule 
of the skin Capricorn controls all the sense organs, for all are spe
cializations of skin (ectoderm) primarily, but it is in its permission 
of the being to come out of itself chemically, contrasting the out- 
cropping of the being, socially at Taurus, that it creates its rising 
type. Criticism in the sense of absolute physical discrimination, in
exhaustibility in the sense of absolute literal physical true-to-self- 
ness, |jives this sign a difiniteness of type that is unmistakable. Io 
is not by any means the persistent odorous goat, which aptly symoolizes 
it, It is the virginity of self relaxed, exactly as Taurus is the vir-

gihity of self tensed,
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY Vi —  TEE TRANSCENDENT PERSONALITY

This lsssoii is the sixth of eight on. the Organic Kan, and it 
introduces the student to the iron equilibrium or the transcendent per
sonality of the human individual (and its significance in terms ox gen
eral type). The approach is now to the fire triplicity, ana in che 
Organic Man this triplicity is the primary expression of the divine 
pattern in man, or the cosmic organization of the individual as a free- 
moving entity5 an actual identity. ire in organic constitution is a 
great difficulty because of its intangible nature. Heat has already 
been Identified through the earth signs, for it is in a constancy of 
temperature that the substantiation of free-moving animal man is es
tablished: and this heat is not the fire of being. In fire, rather, 
is to be seen the element of spirit as lar as pure spirit is to 
have any representation in absolute physical constitution. Spirit is 
not physical fire, or chemical action, but is the "fire" of realization 
or absolute selfhood; it is in the blood that this must be seated.
Like the others of the three remaining triplicities, fire is represent
ed by two signs among the seven in the manifest gamut, but ifc unxque 
among them in the fact that one of these two is a symbolical rather 
than an actual "organ", Sagittarius and the coccyx, out Leo is pri
mary among the manifest organs exactly as nries is uiimary cJion.-, tx.̂  
expressions. Man has his whole "spirit being" through his heart, the 
articulation of the "mysterious fluid of life" or the oolld, ana 
through his voice or his definite articulation 0 1 his social be.u.ng 
through his Voice and language. The divine pattern is represented 
by man's spatial organization of himself and his environment through 
Sagittarius, his physical administration of his consciousness through 
his blood at the heart under Leo, and his social administration of his 

personality by means of language through Aries. The iron equiliorium
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is expressed only symbolically at the poles of Sagittarius a no. Aries 
("iron" of selfhood in skeletal pattern through segmentation under 
Sagittarius, and in "iron" of character in the "brave words" of real 
manhood under Aries), but it takes on a literal importance in the blood. 
Iron here is a convenience (this some crustaceans use copper instead).
In the extraordinarily delicate chemical make-up of hemoglobin in the 
blood, it is possible for the being to transport oxygen in one direction 
and carbon dioxide in theother, and for the being to remain constant 
in equilirium,of general pattern through the efficiency of olood func

tioning.
Sagittarius as a rising type is perhaps most interesting of 

all because of its considerable indefiniteness as this is seated, in the 
Organic Man. The old empirical ruleof an older generation of astrol
ogers was that whenever a person was encountered that could not exact
ly be placed with satisfaction under any of the other eleven signs, his 
ascendant could be Sagittarius. Here life is at its greatest point of 
"sport" in growth, an idea quite different from Cancer as growth be
cause in the laitter instance the growth is a faithful filling in of pat
tern while Sagittarius is a growth into that which is new or unique, 
welil expressed in the botanist's term "sport". The coccyx as an organ 
is hardly to be seen as mote than the "handle" 0 1 self—Development, anct 
whereas in the individual this is normally tne u.irection oi tne expan— 
sionof be ins? into its destiny it is abnormally i/he sxoer-i.mentat.i-on ox 
nature, the race engaged, in occasional developments o± new lypss. 
Sagittarius is therefore a constancy of potentiality, and on the outer 
planes of social being there is here the sportsman and outdoors-lover, 
the one who among men is the "good fellow", always ready and. willing• 
to encourage the "fire of character" to find, real social place lor

It is in Leo that the iron equilibrium is centered, and in
itself



Leo as a rising tupe the huaan character per se is given its sharpest 
typificationl Therefore Leo is often an unpleasant person to the 
others of the zodialcal family. Self-centeredness here is good-natured 
but inwardly and quietly inflexiDie m  a baffling fashiou* whiit oiten 
seems a pliability of personality will turn otu to be stark iron when 
too much pressure is attempted. The transcendent personality is not 
the emotionally exalted or intellectually distant type of person but 
is merely the cosmic’ disinterest akin to that of tne blood's corpuscles, 
all going their own way and intent on their own business whether it fee 
big or little. Here, however, is the real genius of human character.
Men must have social interchanPe in orcier to grww ano. develop, and to 
expand their social structures, but behind it all must be inflexibility 
of character, eonstancy to the intangible. StuDbornesss uI-ls mpy be 
when it is in the way of something desired, but extraordinarily comfort-^ 
ableit is when there is need for something among men on which to lean. 
Leo is the most quiet in its own strength, tne most noisy in its occa
sional self-assertion, of all the signs, and to be known at its best 
it must be met in its quiet inner being. This is reflected m  the 
r is ins type, apt like Sagittarius to oe elusive anu. ino.ef~ni ̂ e, lit 
unlike Sagittarius more ppt to be quite detached from whao is going 
on. Leo is always the "heart" of the situation, whether this takes 
on an aspect of the "grandeur complex" or is a comforting and stabiliz
ing "big brother" to a situation. Sagittarius is tne penetrater and 
divider, the participator; Leo is at the head (administratively) oron 
the sidelines (to advise). These signs and Aries with them are -.be
yond approach" only in the fact that cney are fire anu tn&t fire iu 
self can never be reached. When nn attempt is mane t»o plUmD cne^e 
■people to the depths the intruding questor fines nooning, duo wlicsn ^hey 
are accented on the basis of their self-estaDlismaent, delicaie ana

unstable but yet inflexible in social or individual self-constitution, 
they are perhaps among the most delighful of all the signs.



Aries in. the Organic han as a rising type is the voice of 
self and is in many ways the most definite to:cb that can fee made with 

iT»on nr character ecimll-bnum of s f , 1.or n  in uhe voice (ano. in 
tile head which Aries rules in the kicrocosmic ban) thao personality 
gets most out of itself and. sois least conscious oj. self. Aries is 
almost as open as Leo is closed, as collected as Sa.gibtari.us is scat
tered. In Aries the element of fire is at its point of greatest hu
man direction and ap lication; hence here she iron equilicrium is most 
greatly shared socially, and in Aries is a general leadership impossi
ble to Leo or Sagittarius Decause not eltner 0 1 uhese signs xor^et 
selfhood, whereas Aries may plunge into something quite alien tu itself 
and carry it out. Voice Sis not an articualtion of itself, noioicilly, 
hut is is the means wherby a man may be other than hxins&lf and thereby 
expand himself: he tells a tale, he lies, he expresses and mates his 
imagination real, he boasts, he Decodes an orator, and learns oo move 
others, fire is here and iron rod reaching into the aspths 0 1 social 

affairs, to n̂ ake then "alive".
Aries as the peioneer or the distributor of fire is the legate 

of spirit in human constancy, the "voice oi Goa". Leo is fire mane 
individual in pure selfhood, the transcendence of environment; in 
Sagittarius the fire issocial, a transcendence of heridity.
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY VII —  THE CONDITIONED PERSONALITY

This lesson is the seventhof eight on the Organic Man, and 
it introduces the student to the equilihriun which are at the root of 
the conditioned personalityoof the human individual. The approach is 
n w  to the air triplicity, the first of the two that are represented by 
two actual organs each on the manifest side of being (that are a matter 
of balance between two definite chemcial equilibriums). •u-nd at this 
time the nature of the second actual organ or equilibrium of these two 
triplicities makes possible also a furterhand practical consideration 
of the "way of combustion" or via combusta of medieval astrology. The 
principle flight be put that no triplicity ipay actually have more than 
one direct organic representation. In the case of earth, Virgo alone 
is represented on the manifest side. In fire the representation by 
Sagittarius is symbolical and the "organ" as such has no definite vis
ceral function. In the cases now to fee presented in this lesson and 
the next (for air and water, in order) the ©.econdary organs, the kid
neys and excretory bodies, are to be seen as special "organs of super
erogation", and that which is "beyond duty" in their function is the 
direct contribution of physical being to conscious or superphys&fcal 
existence. The organs have taken on physical function, cut such is 
merely their sustainment that the higher or "spiritual" function may 
be possible (it is only in the pnbolism of astrology, the tracing of 
root ties that they may now need to be considered as other than purely 
physical bodies in their functioning). The "purgatorial or ourning 
way" is expressed in the conceit that the zidiac was originally of ten 
signs, and that Libra and Scorpio were expanded out of Virgl. 'The 
first step towars higher life from the pure being of Vorgo is an as
similation, not of physical substance to be poured into the blood 
stream for the nourishment of the cells, but an assimilation ofaan 
"essence of experience" outof the blood by the kidneys; a process be



yond physical analysis but typiiied a ths uu.rixicciOj.oa of th^ blooa 
stream and. the control of its chemical constitution, '̂ hat is poison 
to the system is food to liisher consciousness (again in principle, be 
this remembered) and here is a hey to the mystery of uomns, diugs 
and specifics of all sorts (a survey fat beyond present scope), -̂ uo 
the spiritual effect of Kidney secretions, and of various excretions, 
is well known (intuitively if not otherwise) by many eastern occultists, 
and their practices (as in the religious use of cow mine and the mle 
in India, or of body secretions in the esoteric habits of certain classes 
pf perverts in the Western world) are employe&ent of the powers la'cent 
in the lower-to-higher functions of the ^n^combu^ta. The condi
tioned personality is largely the r ,ult of experience by which the 
factors of life are given their functional significance to conscious
ness, and in general an intelligent occultism puts down the sdfe rules 
to. aroud all chemical or purely physical influence upon consciousness, 
whether drugs, diet or esoteric tanpering with body functioning. The 
doctrine of purgatory (astral lower worlds met after death) is clear 
allegory of the processes of moving from experience to consciousness, 
and of taking consciousness back to experience for the deriving of 
greater benefit from living. It is the latter efforr !,hur is m e  
natural or largely unconcious "function of superogation" of the 
kidneys and secrets; therefore the evolution development of the Kid
neys to their present form through a sort of "Jacob's ladder "climb 
along the developing Sagittarius segmentation xs one ox th« most fas 
cinating of all deamas evident in the development of vertebrate form 

in organic evolution.
The sun, as a planet, is forever the significator of m i l -  

man definitely seeking a definite gaol, life as progression or change 
in understanding— and in this aspect it has particular connection with 
the kidneys, the "straining of essence from experience" or the build



ing of will in permanent endowment of itself as personality. The air 
triplicity is represented in the Organic ban by the oibii&d circulation 
or the carrying of "life" in itspractical or air aspects (as compared 
with fire, spirit, ideal) to all parts of the organism for the express- 
ionof identity. The mood in temper anient is the state of the "olood" 
in terms of consciousness, and the Uaura" of the occultist is the es
sence of this mood, the employment of the emanation under capricorn for 
making visible to the eyes under Scorpio (of theother individual) of 
the higher state of consciousness. Air is further represented by the. 
kidneys (Libra, always couoled with the secrets, Scorpio; explained in 
the following lesson) as a sublimation of lower into higher being, and 
by the lungs, Gemini, in the giving of oxygen to the blood circulation 
and the accompanying release of carbon dioxide.

Aquarius as a rising type is possessed of a basic vitality 
that the negative aura function would indicate; it is m  air the 
legate for Leo in fire, the distributor of cosmic life-force. The 
Aquarian individual is inclined to De "solid" and well poised, wiuh 
perhaps the most natural and normal interest in ordinary Hie ox anj 
of thesigns, theindividuality of the "qverage", the common ideal 
used by many occultist to symbolize the new age just aheaa.

In Gemini and the lungs the student possess the "normal 
organ" of the air triplicity, and. it is here that the calcium or tone 
equilibrium of the body is centered ascrologicaly. Calcium is need
ed in the bones and. in higher life is obtained from foods, and from 
the calcium salts present in all natural drinking water as well as in
the cells of all plants and animals. Breathing in higher life is a

where „
development of the gills t o o k  linked visceral and aortic arches, ana
gill clefts, bring an astrological although not admitted scientific
correspondence between bones and lungs which while expressed in the

ruler ship of skeletal balance at the opposite sign, -Sagittarius, is of
ao direct use in astrological practice. The processes of blood-



corpuscle manufacture in the marrow of the bones is under Bernini (as 
is this place for the process, under necessity-of the evolutionary 
peiture) and it is to Gemini that the astrological physician must look 
for the control of the body’s calcium well-being.

Libra as a rising type expresses everything put clown concern
ing the kidneys, their function and evolut.lionary significance. Here 
is the most volatiel and enthusiastic and yet the most intense (if

(Drs *j-; '-’ o l  f* — ^  ̂ i  r f 'r i  * rriy» “I -s c \ r \  !*}*’ l  nvn n o*p

the being i- centered here tnther than at the lungs (as might be super
ficially seem logical) because thelungs merely permit the gas inter
change determined by the state of the blood, controlled in turn by 
Libra and the kidneys. Life is virile or not according to the essence 
that is gained by experience (and promised to the consciousness by the 
appearance of things to the senses). In the same way that the higher 
life is largelycontroled, physically speaking, by the hormones of 
the glands poured into the system through the basic pattern of con
sciousness, so such is made physically possible in the being by the 
clearance and maintenance of the blood, the elimination of non-personal 
hormones (toxins) by the kidneys.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY VIII —  THE SOCIAL PERSONALITY

This lesson is the last of eight on the Organic Man, and it 
introduces the student to the equilibrium owhich are at the root of 
the social or focal personalty of the ftuman individual. The approach 
m  new to the water triplieity, the second of the two represented by ' 
two actual ortans on the manifest side of being (and so a matter of 
baiance between two definite chemical equilibriums). Of the two or
gans it is Scorpio that is the "organ of superogation" (in terms of 
the prior lesson) and laready much has been given aoncerning the sig- 
nincance of the Li bra-Scorpio segment or the &&a combust a of the zo 
aiac. These sixty degrees (the horary via combusta from Libra 1 5  to 
Scorp_o 15 is limited to thirty degrees Bor horary purposes,andis 
«n empiraci. 1 narrowing of the "burning way" that is convenient to 
leave undisturbed in divinatory astrology) are the basis of the real 
or conial personality of man, in terras of the Organic Zodiac, because 
it is here that chareter burns itself inot itsilfj that the social ex
perience or the conditioned nature is enabled to maet and "commune" 
with the desires and ambitions or inner stirrings of the real or high
er self. As inLi ra the ecperienee is distilled into the essence of 
personality, so in Scorpiotthe ideal and will of self is embodied in 
actuality, in a measure of reverse process. Scorpio, in the pictur
esque allegory 0 1 the ten-sign zodiac, is the "second step" out of the 
Vifgo of pure being. First wias the personalization of experience, 
nowis the evalutation or realization of experience in terms of endur
ing or immortal selfhood, the achievement of theinitiation which from 
rnaiqr other points of view is also given reponse in the natural eighth 
sign or "regenerations or "rebirMi", the ordeal of selfhood in the "ac
cursed sign" of self-discovery. The evolutionary picture embodied in
Scorpio Degins with earlier forms of life in which the ecretaqof the 
body are identified in one organic function("supererogation" in the sense



of giving of functional attention to that which is no longer of the 
hody, or of potential worth ot the body, as a social or clearance serv
ice both to the body and its environment), and in which the creative 
functionsof reproduction come to share the common channelship. -̂ ven 
to-day in man, the bladder and seminal duct share a common external 
passage in the male. Sex enters here as a basic function of ''super
erogation11 (uncovered to considerable extent in Hermetic Astrology in 
connection with Aquarius and Pisces, "signs of supererogation" in the 
Glandular Man). The association of sex with elimination is not a ne
cessity of nature (there is wide vaiiance in other forms oi life) but 
of higher consciousness, so that experience may give of self both in 
terms of what is not wanted and what is of the highest of self, in al
most tiie same motion. Social life does not discard waste matter out 
creates in its waste a benifie to all in which and to which ±t deposits 
of self. This .is more perfectly illustrated in the oxygen carbon-dioxidde 
interchange of plants and animals, and more remotely in the nitrogen or 
"fertilizer" cycle. Sex is a creative function, but its physical cre
ation is only incidentally organic (an off-shoot of pure elimination, 
with the same rulerships Scorpio*; it is basically a lifting of the 
whole being in the child to a moment with the cobdios. To give oirth 
to a child is to serve self more than the cosmos and, when life reach- 
qs its proper level, to live is to serve sell i.ure cha.n one cub hos, 
becase fee serve "real" self is to establish immoroalioy (a cosimc ^eiv— 
ice in larger dimension). When men live to live— i.e., to eat and 
enjoy the senses——the key to their well—being is Scorpio oi nealohy 
elimination, an$ enployment of the senses above the habit level, anci 
when men become immortal, Scorpioor creative function, is still one 
key to their well-being as sense-exaltation or genuine esoacy, mgher 

religion.
The water equilibrium of the body is controlled at the stem-



ach rather than at Scorpio, although the bladder under the latter sign 
is a check-valvue of importance in higher life. Water is the basis of 
all life, and also of all chemistry, and it already has been seen that 
life is an evolution from non-life at a point or degree of salinity of 
ocean water. Creation demands water; birth under Scorpio is in a wat
er medium. The moon, as the basic plant of life in i s negative as
pect, is pure water in the sense of pure function (the -planet of change 
in circumstances or self-consciousness in environment in the way that 
the.sun is will or simple consciousness inself) and its organic m&ni-

th Scorpio. Here the purgatorial path or via
step out of pure existence under Virgo i s th'

the lifting •::■:? self to a cosmic functional
ccial or fee.;: 1  v>crsouu-.lity under Scorpio. Tin-

general human 
lerl. Tinder

r a.: : c

ponru, xn ncx
e'er Libra personality, as a : y; o, reaches the see: 
idea; under Scorpio it rccehos, individually, its 
Libra all pure personality is pi'ec~r-ed., unde: So: 
created and secret ted.

cre. j., t' c l.'Cj., a: u a a -• ■■ ■, s *-■' - o ■ .. .1.■. ■ .*
personality, or the poetic and idealistic temperament i6f the deeper 
and broader emotions of man. The movement of man as a free animal 
his sense of location or appreciation of the values of environment, is 
Jiere established in a social type; the lyrical and epic idealism of 
humankind. There is therefore an intense dependence upon outside con- 
soderations, but an inner and quiet and ’’mighty stubbornness" due to the 
centering here of the basic chemistry or "water" of selfhood. Here 
is the subjective sustainment of all character.

Cancer as a rising type offers the water equilibrium of the 
being, the "thirst" after values which gives the crabCCancer) its re
markable tenacity (even to Hosing a claw of slef rather than compromis-



m g  in. the consec iou s ines i iD There is littel that need, bp said
of the role of waer in life or m  nature, of the importance of the 
stomach in conseiousenss and in development of chareter. In the 
functional ascendant under Cancer the being is found at its -point of 
aosolute sense of source in self— an immobitily that is beyond any mov- 
inn by outsiede consideration, that is far moreoutwardly evident than 
the similar watery constancy of Pisces.

Scorpio as a rising type brings the decidual or nitrogen 
equilibrium to a point of emphasis so that minder Scorpio there is 
strength of character which Is not of the ideal, nor of source, but of 
the conviction out of experience. Pisces is steward of the race ex
perience in the individual, Scorpio is the individual experience in the 
affairs of the race. Cancer is thestw®2 dd of the primary drive, 
Scorpio of the ultimate drive in character. The nitrogen cycle makes 
possible a definitely "solidity" of living form (it is the chemical 
basis of all psychological fixation, of the incarnation of character in 
flesh, as it were). Scorpio eliminates to make room for creation, and 
creates to replace that which is eliminated, Scorpio exists to manipu
late, and remains forever true to its Organic association with the moon 
by centering the pure function of higher being or consciousness as root 
channet of awareness..



H egelian astrology ix —  the image of god

This lesson is the first of six on the Miercosmic Man, and 
it introduces the student to the most remote or impersonal of the five 
"personal” zodiacs, the zodiac of "amn" or uperererogation in individu
al being. Curiously enough hie Hicrcosmic Man is the most -’amiliar 
of all, due to tea fact that in medieval tines, when it mas neeesso.ry 
to apply astrology alr.st entirely to superficial or outside facts 
this offered a simple surface charting of the human form. It suffers, 
therefore, because it seems too easy and inconsequential, and it is 
very seldom that the student gets very far below the surface of its 
point of view, ^he conventional zodiacal man is almost wholly con
structed out of the M/Lcrocosmic pattern, and. in religious symbolism 
the importance of this one of the "personsl zodiacs" has been given un
conscious recognition from the time it wa.. s first said that man was 
"created in theimage .of God". Here is the divine image in a practi-
c a l  f a c t 5 and th ere  i s  an iunused b a s is  1.■ore f o r  the. taxon im st (the

s c i e n t i s t whe c l a s s i f i e s  a;nd o rders  f  err :s o f  l i f e )  in what nigh•t v e ry

successful l l y  o f f e r  a c le a r "way out" o f 1;3se p resen t  p u z i le  in  a;,nv un-

derstc.; f  t 0-o o f  "o rgan : c ev.e lu t io n "  as a (..j_f ILi UhUU 1.Q.U Uu jUs C U i. 1''M-C i:’ S S o

The "image of God" is the cabalistic "man" here given astrological 1- 
dentity, and there is in the recognition of the cabalistic signifi
cance of human form a basis for the understanding of the whole of the
occultism of the Egytain school (the approach to a study and mastery 
of the cosmos through a study of man, especially ssfelf and the intimate 
sensations of life). Black art was first made possible, by study of 
th&s sort, and also modern "black art" especially, the psychology of 
modern science and its "cousin"- modern advertising. The fine arts
themselves are largely dependent upon the human form ano. its capacity

1for suggesting the ideal, of which "black suggestions" is apt Qomonslra 
tion of efficacy. Form in the greatest development of nature and Its



recognition and appreciation of the highest type of human talent. Ihe 
draping and ideal enhancing of the high points of form where they do 
not exist in na ure is the basis of the practical art of the fashion 
expe rt, and the employment of form, loth to represent the ideal and to 
portray emotion and various situations in human life, is the basis of 
the theatre. The span of life from youth to age is portrayed in the 
disintegration of form from the ideal, and the upbuilding of ehaacter 
or ideal from is nortftyed in the consequent death and disintefration 
by the creation anew of self in offspring, in works of self and in 

definite art. becomes don o'? a'”f n <?-■ -n? value tn -Pn-nn

p'nrl 1. ̂  S11 r n *h '* P ~f, ̂  <*•’ V'o ty  <y q  Jr  1  “ p  *rj n  c; p  p . ' nTT' pi p. In**
Iwel constributing to the disintegration and finally upon a high level 
of restraint, recognition of beauty and conservation ofform both in 
body, character and social institution. As a man drops away from the 
ideal in form there is the creation of comdey, and this, shading into 
humor, gives the race its saving and purely human and exalted capacity 
to laugh at itself and so free itself from bondage to the ugly and dis
integrating. Tragedy, or the "portrayal of men as better than they 
are" (according to the apt disingnation of Aristotle), leasds to sacri
fice, or the throwing of self into social movements and situations that 
exalt.self and give immortality to the nee by the form of immortality 

in theindividual.
Here the student reached the Mind necessities in the make-up 

of Man, and these are linked with the Mind Powers of the u-1 annular Man, 
both giving touch with the universal element in the individual being.
By mind"necessities" is mean the factors fi>i$ self by which other-self 
is known. In the mind "powers" the mechanism of the mind in its own
ioperation is charted^ in these ^necessities" the outside form of self-
s
he.od is charted and a foundation gained for an identification of so

cial values in the individuals that which already has been sketched in
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terms of art, advertising and personal suggestiveness. The basis of 
analysis of the human individual Torn is its division along ius main 
axis of being, and the subinordinate division of the apendages. In 
these divisions is the foundations for an under stanc m g  of the caDalis- 
tic "man" as such, jfhe characteristics feature of the human form is 
that it is "bilaterally symmetrical" in general pattern; that is, if 
the bodv is cut through into two pieces, separating a ls§ft and a light 
half, the two parts are almost exactly complementary auplicates 0 1 each 
other. Of course, this is only ideally true, as the heart Is a litcHife 
to one side, the lobes of the lungs vary, the intestines are hignly 
specialised and irregular m  their placing, and so on. But in the 
Kicrcosmic I-'an the bilateral, syni =e ory nolos excellently. 
ie all arm and a lieg on each side, and in the head one nostril, one eye 
and one ear. And it holds well enough among the organs (and In their 
embryonic development) to complete die ideal picture. Of the paired 
appendages the striking feature is the distinction between uhe snouldor 
or pectoral and hip or pelvic limbs, for the former are only inaireccly 
hut the latter are directly articulated to the skeletal frame, -diis 
symbolizes the difference between higher ano. lower life Decause ohe 
arms are free movina (it is -•ossible to shrug cne shoulders, etc.) 
whereas the legs are quite limited m  their movement and function.

astrological 
None of the divisions of the Kicrcosmic Man 

are on the basis of the bilateral symmetry, but every sign includes
both halves of its rulership, giving to the "mind necessity? the dual
reality needed for compaiBSiension. Right and left, wliiue and olack,
conscious and subconscious, clean and unclean; all these are extra-
zodiacal considerations which the "mind necessities" o± tne zodiac
make possible. The body proper is patterned in its form by six o±
the sin s, the three appendant structures b the other signs. The body
is Quartered first of all, upper front and hack in Cancer and Leo, 
lower froh t and hack in Virgo and Libra, and then the top of tne



is given, ruler snip in ^enini, Lire bottom in Pcprpip. Such is the i**- 
deal pattern. However, that the seven signs of the manifest side of 
being may "embrace" the torso, and the five expressive signs distrib
ute the physical being, the sing Taurus is best taken for symbolical 
purposes, as ruling the top in the way Scorpio, its opposite, rules 
the bottom of phsical base of the body proper.

In ideal pattern the appendages would be ruled by two signs 
in every case. The head or internally paired appendages, is ruled by 

Taurus, but Taurus becomes it duality only,, ruling its touch 
with the body, the neck, and. prividing the body’s touch with external 
substance at the moTffih. Taurus becomes the seventh or "oo.d." sign of 
the torso and Microconsnic key to mastery of the oody. The upper ap~ 
pendages, free moving, have only the general rulership of Gemini; they 
are wholly of the social base or "top base" of selfhood. i'o compen
sate, four rather than two signs of rulership are given the lower ap- 
p endages, buttwir. of these, ankles and feet (Aquarius and. Pisces) are 
the symbolical "hands" of the lower being.

By the table in Lesson XXII. it will be seen that Aries touch
es Pisces rather than Taurust the ''hands of lower Jjeing” support the 
head of being. Mind necessity is primarily a need lor experience.



HEGELIAN .ASTROLOGY X —  THE ANIMAL TYPIFICATIOMS

This lesson is the second of six upon the Mic.reosmxc Man  ̂ arid

It -introduces the <? t.n̂ ent to th-5 ■whole cmestion. of the r-l ro: nos-sin
, , .. , . The fact that man has borrow-
between oii° human anj.iun .l

ed a.-, mammal fraim for his visible expression, that he has cone to 
inhabitan animal body, indicates that there is some very basis rela
tionships between the two kingdoms. Moreover, it is obvious, on the 
analogy of the great circles of living form (ss the oxygen carbon- 
dioxides, the kitrogen) that the relationship/is reciprocal, and that 
man must give as much to the animal as the animal gives to the ma. In 
the case of an interchange betw-en animal and plant from what is given 
and taken is chemical and actual, but between man and animal it must be 
subjective, psychological, spiritual. Superficially, if.man ( vhis 
one specialisation out of all animal forms) Is the "image of God", the 
contribution of man to animal bight be said to be a to ch with perfec
tion, idealism, and the contribution of animal to man an experience m  
a world of objective sense, but it is necessary to go much deeper unan 
such an interchange, for It would be meaningless co die animal• Actu
ally the clue to the problem is afforded in the language of man, and 
In the ease with which he associates animals with the facts of his own. 
character. In other words, wheras man shows a diversity of character, 
the animal on the other hand is more likely (unless highly socialized, 
or domesticated) to exhibit a norm or standard ox character from wl ch 
he seldom deviates. Man can call his fellow a "pig", a "fox" or even 
a "snake", and there is no question of the meaning. Man a "free .be
ing" with focus of consciousness in psycnologlcal realms, hâ > a ci 
versified character, the expression of which is made possiole by the 
"image of God" as this is developed by the animals m  physical form, 
andin compensation for the sue of this man gives "character" to ani-



mals, but a «character" which must be expressed, on the. animal elvel, 
in "single traits". It is from this that astrology gains its animal

typifications.
THE MIcROGOSMIC MAH: • THE ZOOLOGICAL. ZODIAC* and, the Foca.l_,leasts—  

Mammalian* Monodelphian Zodiac Aquatic reptilian Aerial
UNGULATA Ruminant 
Carnivora Felidae Walrus 
Carnivora (Caecum)
Carnivora (No caecum)
Carnivora Felidae Seal
Rodentia Duplicidentata 
Rodentia Simplieidentata

Aries RAM
Taurus PANTHER
Gemini Terrier
Cancer BEAR
Leo LION
Virgo HARE
Libra BEAVER
Scorpio LYNX
Sagittarius HORSE
Capricorn GOAT
Aquarius ELEPHANT

Pisces BOAR
The sign Aries i;

(where it belongs in the

Tortoise Roc

Chameleon Swallow

Carnivora Felidaw DOLPHIIfj

Ungulata Non-deciduate 
Ungulata Ruminant 
Ungulata Longgestation WHALE
Ungulata Non-deciduate

CROCODILE : 
EAGLE

SERPENT OWL

a table in more familiar form. Ungulata, or "hoofed1 is contracted by 
"unguiculata", or "clawed and the seven unguiculata signs are given 
as the five "carnivora" and two "rodentia" of which they consist* Ex
cept for the division of the fixed or focal sighs into thethree cats 
(felidae" and one sacred hoofed animal (elephant) the other zoological 
distinctions are valueless to the astrological student unless he is 
also a zoologist. The distinctions of general importance are those 
of boad animal traits, which may be used for symbolizing the facets 
of human character; therefore the focal signs of four-other great 
zoological zodiacs are given in addition to the familiar mammalian 
zodiac (modified into the conventional or classiscal zodiac by giving
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human characterization to Gemini, virgo- and Aquarius, arthopoo. char
acterize, felons to Cancer and Scorpio, a mechanical one to Libra;and by 
the substitution of the cow for the Cat at Taurus, together with a 
mythological modification of Sagittarius and domestication of Pisces.) 
T he Hoc, of course, is a wholly mythical bird, but it is wellOfixed 
enough in Arbfcian. legend and imagination to retain its very convenient
place in the aerial zoological zodiac.

The key to any mastery of the animal typifications is pri
marily through the fixed signs, audit must he remembered that the 
table above really starts with Tsurus, and each quadrant with the fix

ed rather than cardinal sign. It is th panther that is key to the 
nature of the terrier and the bear; the common beast carrying deadli
ness of interest in life to a point of extreme fuperficiality, the 
cardinal beast to an extreme of self-contented depth. In the same 
way the lion is key to the natures of the rodents; the regalness of the 
royal cat expressing itself Superficially in the hare's capacity to 
reproduce itself and especially to survive in areas that ore of little 
appeal to most other animal life (as in the great western "deserts),, 
deeply and strikingly in the beavels remarkable self-sufficiency or 
cardinal genius again. The lynx is key to the next type animals in 
order; the fixed beast manifesting the supreme "drive" of the cat 
here in the horse through the common capacity for continued expend!- 
of energy to superficial need, and in the cardinal goat tfrhnifgh 
the excess of depth of energy and self-giving and self-survival in the 
purest of animal existence. The one fixed sign in the hoofed animals, 
the elephant, is the key to the boar and the ram, the boar representing 
the sheer expression of animal being superficially and the cardinal 
beast representing the same thing- in depth as symbolized in the ram or 
famialiar sacrificial animals.

The fixed focus at Taurus gains additional light from the 
thre : other zoological zodiacs given (for the fixed signsonly) in the



table accompanying this lesson. The walrus in uhe sea, the roc in 
the air, and the tortoise among the "cursed" creeping animals (the 
group boving from the sea out upon the land) all express the odd interni 
intensitity of the panther. Here is a preying upon life almst for the 
sake of preying, and yet a ponderousness and slowness thau is nighly 
significant. At this stage of character building the inner reality 
is becoming "fixed", but it is not yet self-sure and it must "sharpen" 
the teeth of self" upon other-self. Life moves forward at the ex
pense of other life, but lazily on the whole; and the movement is of
ten in imagination and intention only. The focus at Leo is intenseSelf—
butthe intensity has gained its first assurance , and it wishes 
merely to exercise itself. The seal,-the chameleon and the swallow 
express a sense of self-excellency in their respective realms. The 
focus at Scorpio displays the restlessness of self reaching out in 
realms of superself, and the dolphin, crocodile and eagle give symbol
ization to a preying upon life, not; for survival, but for the expansion 
the aggrandizement of selfhood. Here is the quarter of rapacity, pri
marily. Then the focus at Aquarius gives the higer inner peace of 
man which primarily is content to preserve its outer place in life to 
7prey upon life only for the needs of what ata all times it knows 
to bo the lower level of selihoocL



THE TRANSCENDENT TYPIFICATIONSHEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XI —

This lessor! is the third of six on the Micrcosmic Man, and 
it introduces the student to the first of fourlessons whicn will "be 
in part a rev iew and summary and in part a foundational analysis of 
the most difficult of all astrological prodedures; the judgement of the 
external or superficial appearance. The difficulty here lies in the 
fact that appearance is more largely a matter of social macrocosmic 
than individual or microcosmic considerations. The individual "bor
rows" a mammalian form, and this form has been modified for him (wnen 
it is turned over to him at virth) by factors of family and racial 
heridity (of environment and climate adaptation) that have far more i<o 
do with the striking differences of human appearance thananything in
herent in the individuality itself. The most basic reason for term
ing the present zodiac the "micrcosmic man" is this very fact, that 
by it the native of a chart is shown least of all himself, most of all 
the pattern of his non-personal background; the pattern of factors that 
will have no individual effect in his life at all. There are tenden
cies that may be translated into definite sign expectations, but it is

are
because they are executed by functions which definite in sign rul- 
ership. Such are deformities and changes m  appearance as the result 
if accudeat, factors that obviously connot be predicted upon the basis 
of the ascendant alone. The hunchback is rather commonly found with 
Scorpio rising, and with an "affliction!? of the planets involving Mars 
and the sign Leo, either through Mars or planets in baa aspects to Mars 
but this is merely an empirical rule ano. an example of the most strik
ing modification of outer appearance by the make-up of self. In the 
present series reference has been made'to the rulership of Dasic bal
ance by Sagittarius, and the consequent association of that sigxi with

broken bones, but straight "accidents" are hardly modification in



pearan.ce. Moreover, these factors cannot be predicted from the chart 
of an unknown, although the possibility may be anticipated, ihe in
dividual modification of appearance according to rising sign is less 
than racial and sub-racial (even family) modifications oi more perma
nent sort; therefore the student must first of all learn racial modi
fications and know, asid.e from the chart itsslf, the racial pattern of 
the native. After all, appearance in an astrological sense will prove 
to be of value only as a rectification of scendant possibilitys, and 
as an aid above the chart in the interpretation of the general or "mi- 

crocosmic pattern" of a given case.

The approach to appearance as an astrological problem must be 
an approach to character, primarily, and appearance itself must be seen 
as a symbol of character. The blackness of a negro, or the "sun tan" 
of a young lady at a summer resort, are of no significance. The white
ness of an albino or paleness of a sick person again arepurely a amat- 
ter of condition modification that has nothing to do with astrological 
dekineation of character (except as oathological conditions are signi
ficant of the personal pattern). But tallness or wathiness is con
trast with racial and family expectation, and all phases of appearance 
as modifications of individual background, are highly significant, and 
are the first phase of any true character delineation, '̂ he study now 
is of the signs from this point of view, and in the fire signs the ap- 
praach to character is with the expectation that the indwelling spirit 
of a fire-sign ascendant individual will be "intrusive" in every af
fair of life and circumstances

Aides in appearance is properly characterized first and foove 
all other things by its channelship as the "voice of self", and this 
is marked by striking, but usually subconscious awareness of the reso-
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velopnent or symbolization of resonane chambers (Mars as lord of Aries 
and Scorpio sealing this linkage), and the "character of Aries is 
"speech" (i.e., action) before considerations, on the lower plane, pare 
action, the aggressor of life, on the higher plane, speechand, final
ly, internal speech or thought, thinking has been developed in Aries 
(the head) and is the ultimate of the sign’s contribution to character, 
so that Aries "thinks ahead" and this gives a superficial mood which 
is not a drawing within self so much as it is an intentness upon what 
is to be done; first of two great ruminant types. Rumination in ap
pearance gives a desiveness but awarkness of movement, with the

I
P ndulurn swing to action and hen to thought; this consumes a vast a- 
mount of nervous energy and gives a tendency to leanness and even a 
drawn appearance. The intensity of life darkens the type as a whole, 
the self-projection has a tendency to lengthen it. Aries is an open 
ana yet collected sign, the "distiller" of Hermetic astrology, unafsaid 
of life and surcharge with energy; thus giving the type a tendency to 
"raw bones" and a generous frome in its own pattern. Here is the 
TORCH of the zodiac, Aries loving to shine of its own light.

Leo in appearance is properly characterized by its nuler.ship
of the spine and upper balk, so that the external physical aspect is
mddified bv a latent inward consciousness of a "quartered security" in 
life (i.e.”, the "lower- nature" is not primatily disturbing and the 
"sense of backbone" gives the marked sllf-sureness). Here is the great
cat both self-sure and self-centered. The body is apt tso retract m  
upon itself and the tendency is for the stature to be less, the body 
curves to be emphasized. A gorilla-like power is often sen and the 
frequent "broad arms" are the result of the emphasis in consciousness 
of the shoulder over both the ribs and the pelvic girdle. Symboli
cally there is often the wish and effort to embrace the whole of the
world (little or large) within the arms of self, and there is a social 
or eEternal softness of character reflected in appearance much as the



se^f-groomed native3c smoothness of the cat. The literal ano. psychic 
senses are most refined at this quarter (upper hack), so tnat intuition 
is high and taste and knowledge apt to he well-developed, (assumed or 
claimed by lower types). In appearance Leo is therefore comfortahle, 
the "circumcized" or full "conformist" of its own world, the DYNAMO 

of the zodiac.
Sagittarius in appearance isproperly characterized by its 

ruler ship of the thighs and haras (flesh in general) and it is the most 
indefinite of all signs h appearanc because of its determination to 
be a part of things as they are, to "embrace and penetrate" the wox'ld 
that is. The rulership of the long thigh bone (of the appendages of 
"standing up") gives the sign a tendency towards erectness and tall 
stature which, operating psychologically also creates many tiny Sagit- 
tarians. Growth is apt to be generous and if physical, to fill out 
the being, especially at the abdomen. The jjpe is a life-lover but 
inclined to burn itself out, so that ereceding hair at the temples with 
two upper front teeth quite prominent ("penetrating" virility manifest 
in palate formation) give neat "indications" of the sign’s influence,
It is the BASKET in which self attempts to gather everything, an "en- 

fleshment of all life.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XII —  THE PHYSICAL TYPIFICATIONS

This lesson is the fourth of six on the Micrcosmic Man, and 
it introduces the student to the personal appearance of theindividual 
as this is modified hy the group of three earth signs, the most physi
cal typifications out of the twelve. If there is to be any profita
ble e study at this point it will be nedessary for the astrologer (wheth 
er a young or a beteran in his pursuit of the "wisdom of the stars") 
to draw together everything that has been given to him (or that he has 
gained for hims&lf) in this matter of appearance, and to see that it 
is wholly a matter of adaptation of pattern-form by individual differ- 
entation. T0 conceive of ascendant appearance as something "given 
by the signs of the zodiac is to lose any mastery of the matter, irrev
ocably. Difference in appearance is the ou er indication of inner 
necessity of form'and function! the key to the appearance is to be 
found in the factors that make it up. The difficulty lies not in the 
esoteric nature of the subject, for there is nothing hidden in this, 
but in the complexity of the factors that comprise the pattema. The 
student- needs a first clue, a heginning, and that is supplied by the 
scheme of the Microcosmic Mam the geomettical divisions of the "human 
sphere". Max Heindel, an occult writer who plunged himself into as
trology (quickly, and with no competent background) caught a view of 
the whole as a whole because of his occult training, and promptly sym
bolized man as beginning his evolution (and ending it) in a body in 
circular form, the heels touching the head with the spine side out at 
the "involutionary" stage, a separation Ibetween toes and head in the 
period of experience and the head and toes touching again with the vis
ceral or Central side out at the close of evolution (achievement fif 
"roulnded" perfection again). This is excellent allegory, perfect sym
bolism. A fundamental clue is now given to the nature of Aries5 the



sign is detached fscorn its proper place, reattached elsewhere for ex
perience and dvelopment. Therefore Aries is forever at war with li>s 
"immediate Taurus"— its appetities, self-functioning and the like and 
forever engaging in seeking its "own Pisces"? new foouing , or a. pxioneer 
establishment. For Leo the being if forever a "chair", a support hold
ing him facing "backwards" (i.e., spiritually or ideally), and yet Leo 
is a part of the real being, the torso, and so is sustained in actual 
comfort. Sagittarians have a distinct evolutionary responsioilityf it 
has taken men from the eternal waters to the hazardous land, and the 
sign is forever engaged in serving the desire of self to "place" itself. 
By this sort of approach to the matter of appearance it is possible to 
see the reason for difference, and to "know" them, positively.

In the earth signs the student meets the definite virility of 
man. This force of being, in the fire signs, has been transcendent.
Both Aries and Sagittarius are detached, the former by its nature- (per- 
mament separation) and the latter by its position (the necessity.of 
its "pincher. function", grasping and gtting hold of life, the need 
to penetrate into the new environment while the lower of Scorpio-like 
"tail" of the evolving "merman" has been bisected ano make into limbs, 
articulated for objective or "land" experience ), and Leo is remote, 
held "up" and "back" and made transcendent by its microcosmic or geo
metrical place. But in earth the pictne is quite in contrast. The 
focal sign, Virgo, is in the midst of all experience, i. "front" and 
"down", “hile Taurus has inherited the top administration of the 
physical being Capricorn has specialized the lower "pmcners 0 1 exper
ience", the limbs, and developed the patellae, or knee-pans, yi.which 
the being can get "down on earth" even in spiritual devotions. Earth 
is purely typical of the personal rn.eo.ium of oeing as xx.ie is typi

cal of the persohal essence of being.
Taurus in appearance is properly characterized first and



asabove all things by its stewardship of the "appearance of self" 
such is summarized, in the broad revelation by the face of the moments 
of social conscio sness, but its nature is greatly controlled by the 
general function of Taurus as "mouth" or head of so many of the circu
lations of the body (all of them, if "symbolical fact" be accepted). 
There is no need to repeat here the details driven home throughout 
these series of lesson, but when it is realized that in the sense of 
sight as ruled by Libra, the ciliary muele (sole actually striated in
voluntary muscle of the body), making possible the focus of the eye 
(adjustment to an object's distance), is ruled by Taurus, so that the 
"mouth" or approach to spatial judgement even here is placed at the 
"top" of the swuaring of being, the positional symbolism reveals again 
its importance. Taurus is the seventh or "odd" sign on the manifest 
side of the Micrcosmic Han and the Taurian is therefore "odd" always, 
in the sense of a cdocility ou helpfuleness as "motabh" of a situation, 
and yet an ideal free physical expression that no (blher sign can touch 
or understand when the situation itself is free flowing, or "ingested" 
Taurus tends to be compact, therefore, "stubborn" in character perhaps 
but certainly the "average" or pure divine pattern in appearance as 
man is able to develop this, there is a tendency to "doll" (average) 
features and solidity of form, a suggestion always of stcength and en
durance, either physical or psychologically, the PILLAR of the zodiac.

Virgo in appearance is properly characterized by its ruler-
ship of the abdomen, and this in character produces intimacy ana in
appearance delicacy. T(rhen the seale of personal focalization tips
to bondage to things of flesh, intimacy becomes grossness and delicacy
becomes looseness of form, for Virgo is the truly physical and most 
midifiable
rarodT-fi-rea of the signs. An excess of interest in all things, a will
ingness to listen and a desire to touch, gives a sign that is flower-

y o u thlike inajBggfrj "criss-crossed by life" with the years m  most normal



cases.

kQ

On the analogy of the Organic Man Virgo is the sign of "super- 
erogation" here (wiith Libra), and the so-called "lower nature" of man 
(ruled by these two signs) is an "added value" to existence raoher bhan 
a destructive element; hence the idea of "virginity", a capacity to 
enter into and uplift things, giving the characteristic "fussy conven
tionality", •'•he tendency is towards short and stout individuals, 
brown or light coloring; but recognition is easiest throggh traits of 
character, for here is the SIEVE of the zodiac.

Capricorn in appearance is properly characterized oy its 
"externality" of rulerships, as the knees and sam, and. it^ is a ’skin 
ny type" with protruberances generally; angular, knotty and goat-like in 
extreme cases. %en smooth and "feminie" it is marked by narrow but 
long jaw bones, and by sweeping mo th movements whicn are reflect t.on 
of.the sign as real "appendage" of the "lower" or practical nature.

^  The great critical sense is the "trait" mark of this signs more than
oputer appearance itself is the excessibe dignity of Capricorn, through 
which indeed it may elevate the lowliest of situations. Soundness of 
skull shd often of face and a tendency towards call and slender Individ
uals, is a result of its rulersnip of the defrness oi che bouch of 
spirit with life and theinherent or inner "skeletal" strength of be
ing. Here is control of being, the VaVLE of the zodxa.c.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XIII —  THE CONDITIONED TYPIBICATIONS

This lesson is the fifth of six on the Microcosmic Man, and 
it introduces the student ot the personal appearance of the Individual 
as this is modified by the group of three air signs, the most sliper- 
ficially adaptable of the trelve. The approach again is convenient 
by means of allegory and symbolism, in terms of the ideal "circular" 
nature" of man in its leaning towards it dorsal or ventral side "out" 
when the toes and head again touch. In a broad way it might be said 
that when the dorsal or spine side is "out" (that is, made most typ
ical of the immediate consciousness of being), there is an emphasis 
of the transcendent typifaction, and that when the ventral eu"stom
ach" side is "out" the emphasis is of the pure physical type of person
ality. Taking these as thettsro hsic typed, it is possibel to know 
both of them bettee when the two remaining tupe-groups are then as 
their modification.s. The danger in "thinking it through" in this 
way is that the student may become too literal and say that a fire 
sign ascendant indicates an "unadvanced "soul, and an earth ascendant 
a very "advanced" one (actually there is a tendency to consider the 
fire types very spiritual and the earth types very gross) 5 therefore 
it must be affirme d and reaffirmed that there is no indication what
soever of spiritual advancement or evolutionaly plance 6. an individual 
by the nature of his ascendant sigh alone. It cannot be reiterated 
too often that the ascendant type and the emphasis of sighs in general 
is an emphasis of an individualization of function, not a claaifica- 
tion by means of function. If the student is inclined to think of 
the head as spiritual because it contains the brain tne the higher 
senses, let him relfect also upon the fact that its content of pure 
"bone" is very large and that properly it is about the most "hairy" or 

animal par:, of the body; if he is inclined to see the feet some-



tiling lowely, let him observe the consummate delicay of the foot when 
the form is utterly refined, the grace that it exemplifies in the most 
expressive of all arts, the dance, and so on. ire is "transcendent" 
and earth "physical" in the sense of an emphasis of lack of presence 
or presence, inherently, of selfhood in its general predicament, -̂ ire 
has its strenght "elsewhere" and so its strength is initiuitive, earth 
has its strength "here" and its strength is practical.

The distinction between the elements is bought home by their
arrangements in the "quarters" of the torso popper. ire is upper and
back (leo) and earth lower and front (Virgo). Air like fires is hck
(i.e., of the dors 1.1 side "out") and so of the spirit contributed bo 

with
man, the spirit which lie is "endowed# through his "Involution".
Man, comingdown.,kknows his divine estate, intuitively at Leo, where ne 
sits in the "chair" of selfhood, .out he knows iu practically at the 
lower back where Libra rules and where he has his second sigh of "sup
ererogation". Xn the superficail fachion it isis possible to consxder 
"air" always as the zodiacal indicator of the qualities of wisdom, "ise 
knowing" on hwatever level it may be. ut it may oe more profitable 
at this point to think of ar as a fire which is 1 0  nd in the sepala- 
tion of raan( be tween his head and toes) $ in his projection of the beihg 
into the full of its self-conscious experience (practical everypday 
beine^. with "air" comes the real sssurance of selfhood, toot an in
tuition of the sources of selfhood, but an intuition of selfhood* s capa

cities and resources.
Gemini in appearance is properly characterized xiiat and above 

all things by its practical rulership of the top 0 1 the torso.
It has surrendered the actual gateway of ihx being because this has beerne 
specialized under eatth (towards the evolution into a ventral or ex
perience-endowed"out" of the zodiacal circle, established m  a neck 
or "collar" and "atlas" of slef and given to Taurus). Gemini is



therefore lacking in native constriction and it is by far and all rhe 
most socially expansive of all signs. The Geminian is at home any
where, with the least provocation. In compensation for its surrender 
of the gates of the life circulation, Gemqjae has keen given the pecto
ral or arm girdle, the pnrely social or upper appendages o j . man. The 
legs, as a whole ruled by Sagittarius, are the "pi chers" of bemng, 
the arms by contrast are the "collar" of being, '-'feat Gemini nas lost 
inwardly it has gained outwardly, and here is the dama of the evolu
tion of fire into air. Gemini seeks to embrace of " collar" all ex
perience, and it cheerfully nuts its "finger" into everything. An

enthusiast (as all air signs) Gemini is the enthusiast of the mement.
It loves most what it has in its arms and so, superficially, it is 
fickle; but actually is the deepest, in immediate interest, of all 
signs. The lower limbs in their separation may yet fold together 
pincherslike and have a semblence of the "merman" tail. (i.e., they are 
fire), but the arms are permanently separated, and therrefore Gemini is 
straddled by life instead of straddling life and is always divided, 
the twins, or two minds; a double realization in all things. This 
dpubling of slef makes life embrace possible on a real scale; there
fore the being "breathes in" life at Gemini, and the fire, of being is 
aerated here by means of the blood. Gemini, the "conqueror", is 
"arms and legs" in appearance, and has the nervous vitality of the 
"administrator" of "life". As vivifier the sign directsiits energies 
.outward, and has liffle for self. It holds to tall, leanness gener
ally, and often to delicacy and sometimes even to shortness, as though 
begrudging energy for itself. In coloring it is inclined to neutral
ity, browns; it is the PENCIL of the zodiac.

Libra in appearance is properl;- characterized by Its ruler- 
ship. ;of the "air" quarter of the tbtrso, and it swings betwwvn, the deli
cacy of air and the heaviness of its "back andlower" position. Gem-
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ini is out in life, Libra wholly in self. Libra, "straining" out ex- 
perience through the kidneys, is a Gemini less nertoous but more in
tense, often as tall and slender, either drker or sharper in coloring, 
more inclined to curves but still delicate in frame (usually with some 
"swaybaek" spinal curvature) 5 energetic when aroused, enthusiastic when 
inspired, lazy and moody in the face of disinterest. Its "supereroga
tion" nature is seen in capacity for oxidation, burning both itself and 
life. In capacity to awakenterror ("black Libra" of moods) it is ex
ceeded only by Scorpio. It is the VANE of the zodiac.

Aquarius in appearance is properly characterized by the sign's 
rulership of the blood circitation; except for those who prefer blonde 
beauty (as Taurus and Libra cay culture) or delicate charm (as Mercuri
al Gemine or Virgo oftenshow), Aquarius produces , when "on its best", 
the striking full-blodded and perfected beauty of the twelve signs. 
Generally the sign is "square", too "blooded" so that there are awarkward 
angles, profuse hair, solid features, an excess of flesh in a frame 
inclined to be slight, -̂here is the heavy "feel" of the aura bbout 
the type. It can become more sheerly animal than Sagittarius; it of
ten marks the "average" of balance between "involutionW and evolution.
In temperament good natured,strong-desired but slow in being aroused, 
it turns to science at its best, and is a keen or steady observer , the 
LENS of the zodiac.
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XIV —  THE SOCIAL TYPIFICATIOHS

This lesson is the last of six on the Micreosmic Man, and 
it introduces the student to the personal appearance of the individual 
as.this is modified by the group of three water signs, the most super
ficial self-conscious of the twelve. The approach again is conven
ient by means of allegory and symbolism, in a final adaptation of the 
"quartering11 of the torso proper. Here is the genius of any analysis 
in the Micreosmic Man, for the human pattern is forever geometrical 
at roots the basic spatial placing of the individual in life or con
scious expression. When a man lives he faces forward into evolution 
to a definite dividity, and the ventral sideof his being patterns 
this for him. ^hus the astonomic nervous cords stand to the ventral
side In the Neural Man, and the social eing is almost wholly a matter 
of visceral conditioning, as the behaviousits rather too literally af
firm. /Similarly, in the Organic Man, the stomach and the intestines 
push to the forint, as tho gh seeking to escape the limitation of the 
embraceing arms of the spine from the rear, and man again Jjegins to 
"find himself" in the forward push of his being. In the Glandular
Man the rel ationships are generalized in the independence of the in-

emotional
dividual through his social orxxmxxthiaix being, but the same picture 
is clear in the fine embryonic details of hynan development. Exper
ience therefore is forward, and endowment is badk. ^he transcendent 
personality has been seen focused up and back, so that it is the en- 
cowment in the consciousness or upon the upper level of selfhood. he 
conditioned personality, or the disciplining of the individual into 
Iffe has been seen likewise to be a matter of the endowment , an inner 
linking of what outwardly may appear as environment upon the one hand 
and heridity on the other5 but it is an application or utilization of 
the transcendent endowment, the taking of the fire of the upper being



down into the lower realm of slehood where it it "air", the wisdom of 
applied endowment, the "essence” of experience as experience fanes from 
veiw as such and becomes part of life’s permanent contrioution to self
hood and so a phase of endowment itself, ^he physical actuality 0 1  

self has meanwhile been seen to lie"front and lower" in Viggo, the one 
spot where the skeletal frame presents the being open and unafraid, 
"virgin", soft and alluring, at once covert and obtrusive. Here was 
the lower level of life "innocent" and capble of full etching at the 
hands of the conditioning of the individual by society. Now there re- 
amins the last quarter, "front and upper", or the locus o± the spiter 
signs. At the spine the evolutionaly picture is down, and this is 
called "involution" by occultists. Ventrally the direction is re
versed, and in water is to be seen the modification of the basic earth 
of Virgo. (A parenthaetical note is needed here, and it will be an 
annoyance to all but the ture student. Fire is always the basic spir
itual element, but earth and wter transpose places according to the- 
point of view in any elemental charting of life, for tne cosmos wat
er is the basic compelement of fire; for anything that is a part of 
some greater whole, earth. There are always "two" parents in literal 
expression, the sustainer as earth and the creater as water; but there 
is only one source of individuality, the fire ox selfnood. ir i., not 
a different aspect of selfhood, it is awareness of selfhood; and there 
is no necissity of thinking that makes traaspostion of fire ana air 
ever necessary. The whole difficulty lies in the structure of think
ing itself; once the simple fact of the cosmos the progress is from 
water to earth, and all is ceaseless inbolution— a.e., time vanishes—  
but man’s evolution is a process cancelling space, diagrammed as here

from earth to water.
Water is the upper or social level of conscious being, there

fore. It is emotion, consciousness ner se. Man is able to be "chest-



y" (Cancer), to have a functional base (Scorpio) and to feake aocial
place of "standing" in life (Pisces); he is a "personage".

Cancer in appearance is properly charactseized first and a- 
bove all things by its dominance of the torso (acfcg.ally by a woman(s 
breasts, symbolically by a man's "stomach"). The type is inclined 
to the square and full, the arms often abnormally "separated" in the
"crab" type. The being, uplifting itself, generates the wasp waist 
and tpaering form that is idelin the prize-fighter, a "hitting 
mechanism". From a torso or "physical self" point of view the Cancer 
ascendant is the most self-conscious of all, an ©pen and self-exposing 
individuality on the whole; shameless at times m  its revelation of 
either character or person, or else suffering in the inhibitions which 
make impossible a desired "stripping" of self. The types under this 
mak&sign are apt to be exteeme in among of flesh or m  emaciated or as- 
ceptic appearance, but in an age when racial consciousnes s is very a- 
ware of physical form the pressure of convention modifies this(as all 
the susceptible water signs). Generally Cancer is one of the short 
types because of a denial of focal interest to length, an excessive 
inerest in breadth of bing. Protuberances of person, especially in 
facial features, tenacity of idea and way of doong (self conscious
stubbornness), mark this MIRROR of the zodiac.

Scorpio in appearance is properly characterized oy its ruler- 
ship of the base or fo ndation of the torso. Scorpioabove all other 
sogms seekd to be "under"things. In stature and build it takes much
after Cancer, but without emphasis of the upper chest wall, remaining 
more definitely square in every dimension. It is apt to .oe far more 
certain in coloring, darkening both the general paleness of Cancer and 
the undercoloring of Pisces (that now "shows through" tne
skin and 
swarthy

often in the 
slSn, at times

eyes of the latter). Scoppio is the most 
superficially black and very terrify ing; temper



amenfally so when joying In the ssei-et things of life, nil waoer 
signs are haaby In temperament, and of these Scorpio Is the heaviest; 
ots moods do not so vampitize others (as marked in Libra) as they gam
odd but real enjoyment from their misery. The strength of Scorpio is

j-vii q the mood fives. Scorpio must conviction ott of experience, ana ohis tnu nooa 0
j- -Kra •vi’t of things: it is the FUENACE clear away? distribute, creaoe, he a P*rt ox tnin._ ,

of the zodiac.
Pisces isn appearance is properly characterized by theoole

of the sign as the ’’hands of lower being" which, in the actuality of 
the soul, "hold the head" in its proper place in being. In literal 
type the Pisces ascendant is not unlike Scorpio, but it is apt to be 
less comapct and more lymphatic”, also its vitality is somewhat less 
fundamentally, and it may be smaller and softer. It often turms 
towards the g*ay rather than the brown of Scorpio and the ash of Can
cer. There is a greater ©nsitiveness to external or social factors 
t an possible to either of the other watwr signs, consequently there 
may be a deep sympathy with all life as marked in the poetiv tempera 
ment of the sign. Because the feet "fact the wrong way" in terras of 
evolution, Pisces is a loiter of tradition and established values. Its 
devotion may be wasteful or graceful, as its general background may 
dictate, for here is the GAUGE of the zodiac.
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XV —  THE SPIRIT POWERS

This lesson is the first of seven upon the Cerebrospinal Man, 
and it introduces the student to the fift and last of the ftnen* of the 
"personal zodiacs" (in this, ana the two preceding series related to 
this one. In Theosophical Astrology the Neural Man was presented to 
the student, andin it he leaned in terras of "bidy powers". In Hermet
ic Astrology the Glanduar Kan was similalarly presented in the form of 
"mind powers", fundamentally. There remained for study the "spirit 
powers" which are inherent in the Cerebrospinal Man now to be examin
ed. In thepresent series the consideration began with the Organic 
Man, 9 in which was found the "body necessities" of human existence, and 
this was followed by the analysis of the Micrcosmic Kan, shich supplied 
the "mind necessities" or the visible reality of man. There was left, 
for examination the "spirit necessities" which are now to be discover
ed, also, in the Cerebrospinal Man. It is in this last of the five 
"mne" therefore, that the real focus of the human scheme is to be lo
cated; and to the identification of this fhcus the initial lesson on. 
the cerebrospinal system must give first attention.. In any normal 
charting of a scheme of five, under the number systems of the Solar 
Mysteries, the central factor is always the focus, But here the anal
ysis is not of the number scheme itself but an application of the 
"five" to a problem of life diagramming in which here is not a dis
tinct self-containment byt rather a definite and eternal drive in one 
direction, that of evolution. In a nrenthetical note of the prior 
lesson it was pointed out that man exists in evolution only, that m  
"involution" hisidentity is quite lost in a timeless and purely cos
mic point of view. Astrology is wholly a science oi time. Io ana-

but In doing so destroys space as such, so that evolution 
may here be identified as the "spaceless" or personal point of view.
lyzes space
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When the key table to the Hegelian system as a whole is given (Lesson 
XXII) it will be observed that there is a marked movement expressed 
from left to right as from earth <fcr "pure space" to water or "pure 
time", identifying as mostly of earth the common and outer space- 
directed mieroeosmlc form and as mostly water the wholly unpattern
ed th@ogb.t-stuff which iscfelies in the emotional or Glandular Man when of 
sslf, in the mental or Cerebrospinal Man when of the predicament or 
definite cosmic "pattern particles" employed by self. The point of 
view has its fo ndation or its object in the outer form of ban, his 
establishment as definitely objective, therefore its focus is in the 
inner undifferentia of man (pure subjective being), and the -focal 
place of the five is therefore at the extreme right in the diagram; in 
the Cerebrospinal Man as embodying both the powers and the necessities of
the spirit in man. The body powers and necessities stand side by 
Side, the mmind powers and necessities equally on each side, the spirit 
powers and necessities wholly on the side of subjective or transcend- 
ently functional being (thenecessities In fact expressing what spirit 
"would be" on and beyond the outer or social form of ham, the "higher 
man" in physical relationship, something that cannot possibly of it
self be diagramed). To the astrologer more convinced by the "acci
dent" of the arrangement of the signs on these various tables ana. 
charts than by any amount of reasoning to eternal relationships sub
jectively, in the certification of the focal nature of the Cerebrospinal 
Man is seen in the fact that the five signs upon the expressive side 
of its gamut are the sinis that, taken downward in proper or cosmic, 
order, are the five ruling the "root races" of occultism: leo to Aries 
inclusive. More important, however, than the identification ox the 
focal "man" as such in the -remarkably self-peefecting schemes of "per
sonal astrology" will be the.recognition of the nature ox this local 
functioning in termsof practical every-day life. How may the "spir-
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it powers" be combined with the "spirit necessities", and expressed in 
concepts, of definite human experience? To anticipate what is now to 
be brought forth and demonstrated, such is the "asttology of will".

Except for the genuinely advanced student, the "body powers" 
and the Neural Man offer the finest approach to the unlocking of the
mysteries in the natal horoscope. xhe reading technique is simple 
primarily, for all the "men" (so that in the present series the key 
meanings of the planets suggested for the Theosophicla and following 
systems have not been repeated) but what lies behind the technique is 
not simple at all5 the knowing fif the full significance of eacn of the 
signs in each of the "men", so that the whole of the being of a native 
is opened for "fine dissection" in understanding. The autonomic 
nerve centers and the basic circulations related to them, together 
with the system of planetary "lordships" of signs which they set up, 
provide the most direct of all charting of human nature (for the rea
son that the "human" element in man*snnature is here seen on its most 
objective level). The organs chart the necessities in which the hu
man functioning takes place, a negative and valuable double-check up
on body state, but the being ias society has "supstantiatea" it is 
shown in the Neural Man5 the native of the chart, thgo gh it, is touched 
where life i self most touches him.

The Glandular Man of the Hermetic system is more subjective
but it catches the individual being in i s own focus (che center of 
what occultists term the three fold souls the focal personality of 
self) and all that may be comprised in "mind" as a practical identif 
catioh of the activity of selfhood is here astrologically charted. 
The general exterior patterning of self— expression of the cosmic

i-

image of- maind for man, the MicrcosmicMan— is the negative and "©ry 
valuable reflection of thes, but it is m  the Glancdular Man that the 
being is met most "personally" and so most effectively if there is to



be an effort to het at more tnan superficial conditions.
The Cerebrospinal Man is a futher step towards the subjec

tive (a touching of the subjective at the very limits of objectivity,, 
or possibility of actual touching) and if it is to stand at the limit 
of subjectivity there can be no actual negative of itself, no "neces
sities" of its "powers" to be more "negative"? a paradox, of course.
"Will" is s convenient term for "that" which is wholly of the subiec-

/tive and eternal of self, and yet which is the most objective element 
of selfhood in the sense of being the most inflexible. Thus the mi- 
erocosmic pattern in self in terms of self is as subjective as the e- 
motional nature, but it is more objective than the organs as shown in 
the almost titter elusivenness, astrologically, of the matter of personal 
appearance. And the organs are more objectively than the nerve centers 
and yet are fir more "negative" because thy are helplessly in the con
trol of the nerves. Man brings both matter and spirit bo a meeting 
point in selfhood, and is the Will whcih in sslfhood is both of 
these and yet neither of these.

The practical value of the Cerebrospinal Man is the measure
it gives to Will; its suggestions to the individual who fi 
divided, apparently non-existent. Through control of his 
ers" man achieves initiation, and through "mind powers" a 
nique of lining; but through "spirit powers" mastership is

nds his Will 
"bosy-pqw- 
real tech- 
gained.
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XVI —  THE FIVE CONTROLS

This lesson is the second of seven upon the Cerebrospinal 
Man, and it introduces the student to the actual anatomy of the brain 
of nan. There will here be a dividian between those students who 
mow ar at some later time will have a far more complete knowledge of 
the bain structure than can here be given, and those who will desire 
a minimum amount of scientific and fundamental physical Information. 
Actually, for the purpose of astrological interpretation of the natal 
horoscope, nothing more is needed than the symbolical relationships 
of the physical parts; and as a matter of fact nothing more than the 
symbolical relationships of parts, suppl mented by some small meausre 
of physiological knowledge of their functioning, has been given in the 
case of the prior zodiacal "men”. The student Sis under training as 
an astrologer, or s symbolival analyst, not as a medical doctor,, and at 
no time is he equipped}, unless by work supplementary to this, to un
dertake any sort ofhealing technique other than psychological or sym
bolical. ^ut in the case of much of the prior material he has been 
facing function thoroughly familiar to him. It is the exceptional 
individual that doss not know in a general "layman’s sense" how his 
lungs and heart, his stomach and intestines, "work"; and it is an ex
ceptional occultist who does not feel quite as familiarly acquainted 
with the "chakric centers" and neural localizations consciousness 
in his own being. 11 or this reason It probably has not been apparent 
to all that the-lesson have given §ut a minimum of information con
cerning the anatomy and physiology of the bbody parts used for astro
logical symbolism, -̂ ut with the Cerebrospinal Man, the student faces 
material that is quite unfamiliar to him in the main, and as in the 
case of the glands, compared with the organs and "nerve centers", but 
to an even greater degree, there is need for a considerable amount of



descriptive -information- to make- -the- symbolism real.- hisinvolves- 
several difficulties, of which the first and by no means the least is 
a gpucity of definite information in the hands of medical science it- 
slef• Almost nothing roaliy is known of the interaction of conscious- 
ness and the body, per se., and if anything, less than nothing of the 
nature of consciousness. Secondly, the occult insistence upon a iad.- 
ical distinction between autonomic nerve structure (Neural Man) and 
“volitional" nerve structures (Cerobrospinal Man), a difference as 
great as that between organs and glands, or either of them and nerves, 
will be accorded little sympathy by a scientificall trained mind.
The nerve systems are inextricably in'cerwoven, as are glands ana or
gans at spots (e.g., the pancreas), ana even nerve anci glannular 
structure "'will blend (e.g., the neural onginof part of the pituitary^ ; 
but the astrological scientis t, intent upon an analysis from a larger 
pattern (in order to build a symbolism of practical oalue) must nolo, 
to the sharper distinctions, ^hirdly, i'c is necessarv, thexeiore, to 
utilize purely occult material to give body and suggestiveness to the
more unfamiliar structures, as in the Cerebrospinal Man particularly
(but already illustrated in the hierachies patterned py tne glands,on
the “mental sub- worlds" charted by the Neural Man, and so.).

The patterning of the drain in terms of its basic emorppnic 
dividions is one of the most characteristic and constant jpicbuies oj. 
the organic evolution of higher life; and therefore of the greatest 
occult importance (i.e., the greatest symbolical value), k'hether 
taken through the human embryo (onteblogy) or mammalian form (phylogogy) 
the "falling" of the "three", into the "five", prededed by the eruption 
pf the "one" int a third dimension on the plane surface where the 
primitive streak lias laid down the "keel" of individuality, ano. (with 
prompt devellpment of the first "threefold"), is fundamental occult
ism as well as physical fact (and most convenient place for ooserva-



tion of physcial manifestation of the principle). Linked with this 
is the persistence of the middle element (of the three, or five) in 
i s primitibe form to all intents and pniiposes, revealing the potency 
of Source or its legate in foundational oeing. Thus man may know 
that the "is” as he tas" at canter, and that therefore he may continue 
to "be", no matter to whht heights the srolutionaily process may yet 
establish itself as real. In the table following a minimum of in
formation is given, some of which will be wiaho t explanation (given 
merely for reference for those of the students who nave or will have 
definite background in anatomy).
THE nnnmn-RnRPTVfiT, MATT: THE FIVE CONTROLS, or the Senses of Identity__

Forebrain
Leo Telencephalon

Interbrain
Cancer Diencephalon

Midbrain
Gemini Mesencephalon

Hindbrain (hopper) 
Taurus Metencephalon

Hindbrain (lower)

Double Volitional
Cerebral hemispheres 
Double Sympathetic
Optic thalarai 
Quadruple
Capsules 5 Quadrigemina 
Distributive
Pons varolii? Cerebellum

Consciousness

Association

Relation
Movement

Aries Myelemcephalon

Decussative
Medulla oblangata Life Are

The astrology of will necessarily must have its foundation 
in the control of being by "that" which has being, and. such has a 
triple indication in the scheme of fivefold control of selj.. as has 
been pointed out now for theee lessons, the central point and also the 
end point may, in a scheme of five, be locus, with both @eno.s" consid
ered this means three points. Of least practical importance, but 
greatest evolutionalv and spiritual significance, is the central or 
normal point of focus, In the Cerebrospinal Man this is the function 
of "relation" (base wpatial actuality), aho. it is ruled by oemini or 
the sign of the "portal" to life, the great fififier. then there



the focus of growth ointo awareness, or the "involuMonary" progress of. 
the individual towards the full of his destiny, the rulership of which 
is at Leo or the "spirituaol head” of the zodiac; the function becoming 
Consciousness11. And thirdly, there is the physical focus or the 
base of life itself, and this if found in the function of the "life 
ar Aries or the "practical head " of the zodiac; th e sign of the "pres
ent race" (as will be brought out later)

The functions of "association" and "movement" are secondary 
or linking factions. Association is the cooperation of the basic 
spirit of being with the focus of identity in incarnation, it is spir
it introduced to matter, and the control of being through Cancel, sign 
of growth, is the willingness to "get into" experience. Conversely, 
movement is the cooperation of the basic substantiation of being with 
the spirit of identity, and the control of being through Taurus is 
3undamen.t3.ly a willingness to adjust self to social situation. There 
is here also an interesting bit of occult teaching for which there is 
no possible present scientific verification; that in the medulla 
oblangata there is a sort of "arc light" where the "points" of being 
are Msted to "strike the flame" of life actuality.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY yXix ** THE SEVEN LEVELS

This lesson Is the third of seven upon the Cerehrospianl Man, 
and it introduces the student to the relationale of "occult material" as 
such, the great problem of that substantiation of the "relationship of
all tilings to all other things" in an absolute science (astrology, or

, , _ fn.-,nr! i general "occultism"). it is evidentdts fragmentary parts as ioono. &eneiai
in the embryology of higher form, in animal phyolgeny i genexa.̂ . 'cha> 
the core of evolution is segmentation. “Hiile everytnxng in its own 
nature is "spherical" (actually or symbolically), ever joining "grows 
on a straight line by definite stages of projection of self through 
sSegments of self. Occultism diagrams this in its farious schemes of 
worlds and-planeSj vehicles and centers, and the like; conventional 
astrology diagrams these same factors of Doing arounct the cifcle. Ac
tually the "straight lineW" is a convenience but a synodical impossi
bility (othersies na infinite regress wiuld be established, and lormal
astrology homes to the Bsuce of superficial occultism by "curving©-all

and
straight-line relationships. Behind all occult astrological 
structures is the principle which Thomas Aquinas stated most effective
ly? that a higher "segment" is form or pattern to a lower, a Iwwer is
sibstance to a higher. In the prior lesson of these related series 
it has been seen that the habit nature ("etlieric double","vital body") 

man has been patterned by the emotional ("astral", "desire") nature 
(Glandular Man), and this nature in turn is now to be patterned by the 
mental nature (Cerebrospinal Man). In each of these "natures" the 
patterning is in terms of a ©venfold, the astrological "manifestation 
gamut" in contrast with the astrological fivefold "expressive or control 
gamut", and in conventional occultism these sevenfold "sub-world" ser
ies are a famialiar part of the substantiating material (basic symbol
ism). In a scheme of fou$, however , as in tne necessity soma Lie divi
sions of the human organism, or in a scheme of three, when the point of
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view is of the activity rather than the structure of body, it is neces
sary to "curve" what otherwise would be an infinite regress of highers 
and lowers; and the lowest of the series may be taken as the "higher" 
of the highest, and conversely. (In the sevenfold schemes the neces
sity does not exist for the groups of sevens are curved in the group 
units). The sevenfolds of occultism, the sub-worlds, are pehnomena of 
consciousness, and therefore the physical world itself is properly eg- 
nored (although popular occultism oiten confuses the 'puysical and 
"etheric"). ^he series is a three, and the lowest "Neural Man" conse

quently chats the highest (through the "mental sub-worlds"). Here Ts 
.unprofitab&l

material except for a student in whom this "rounding of 
segments" strikes a chord of interest; and he should regview Theosophib- 
eal Astrology, Lesson XXII, and Hermetic Astrology, Lesson x x iV .

It now becomes necessary not only to borrow the occult seven
fold of which the rationale has just been Riven (so that there may Tee 

substantiation
a sHHsxaxjaxxsxxBoa of the operation of pure spirit, or the Will, of man; 
in„.a symbolical representation of his conscious control of the process
es of selfhood) but there is also the nec essity to borrow terms from

the basic
the physical world to describe process of will.. The oper
ation of conscious being has a double reference, which is at the root 
of the present charting; and a great difficulty of terminology is con
cerned. fhrougnout die Sabian lessons the will is hken as operating
on the plane of personality, and as of no part in the mental nature.
Now it is introduced on the mental level, in the Cerebrospinal Man. 
Actually the will is expressed through the charting of emtotion (desire, 
personality) by means of the ideas or concepts of being. Phillsophi- 
cally it is most simple to tnink of the will as operting on the level 
of sslf where it nas to be charted; analytically It .has to be identi
fied through the mechanism of its expression, the ideas•which are its 
agents. Actually the will exists on all ‘lanes ofself, equally; but
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if it is taken too generally it cannot be grasped, the task of chart

ing is hopeless This, of coarse, is not as involved as it sounds.
thinking

The student has no difficulty aixthx of the expression of a man's 
"heart" knowing at the same time that the function so identified is 
of the "brain" in terms of organism, and knowing further that whatever 
it is that "feels" (that he calls "heart") is really no more of the 
brain in turn than it is of the heart.u Touch has been made witheter- 
nal "indwelling spirit" and the whole matter is ymbolism, on differ
ent levels.
THE CEREBROSPINAL MAH: THE AS'IRAL__SUB-WORLDS, THE PATTERN OF WILL

CHEMISTRY OF HILL tiDESIRE REGIGNS" OF ASTRAL WORLD"

Virgo Sublimation 7 Attraction Soul Power

Libra Distillation 6 Attraction Soul Light

Scorpio Transmutati on 5 Attraction Soul Life

Sagittarius Solution Feeling Interest or Indiffer?

Capricorn Volatilization 3 Repulsion Wishes

Aquarius Liquefaction 2 Repulsion Impre s s iona bili ty

Pisces Crystallization 1 Repulsion Low Desire
The actual correlation of the "astral sub-worlds" are of 

value only to the student who is digging deeply into conventionaloc- 
cult structures. The description of these regions (with what allow
ances must be made for the special point of view there employed; and 
with constant realization that this is symbolism of consdciousness and 
its experiences, and nothing more) is best gained from the "iiosicru- 
cian Cosmo-Conception", by Max Heindel, and because of the depth of 
substantiation of the symbols in his mind it has been convenient in 
the charting of these, as well as the other tro sevenfolds, to employ 
the terminology invented by him (acknowlegement for which is now made).. 
For the general student the present goal need be no more tha a reali- 
aztion of the problem of gibing reality or substance to the symbolism



that is er.,ployed la any charting of the character and destiny of man,

i.e., in. any practical use of astrolog}7-.
The chemistry of will, however, is a vitally important 

of analysis by means of the Cerebrospinal Man, complementing as it does 
the "five controls" of the prior lesson, and completing uhe ursu ox 
three differing and mutually strengthing substantiations of the sym
bolism of this most remote of the zodiacal man; "remote" in the sense

of most removed from common or conscious experience of its functioning. 
With the advanced student there should be no longer any need for a 
detailed exposition of any series of relationships., Let him note 
that Sagittarius here, as in all the "men" is the coee of conscious 
individuality on the level under consideration, wi.ll, in its "chem
istry" is first of all self-conscious and then socially conscious. 
Self-consciousness finds life repelling; ("freezing" situations, wash
ing them away, evaporating them^ and the will in the lower signs learns 
detachment or (triLscriminatzhon on the three root levels of consciousness* 
Then will becomes social, with power to change things (in their solidi
ty, liquidity and essential nature).



HI ILIAN ASTROLOGY XVIII —  THE WILL IN IMAGERY

This lesson is the fourth of seven upon the Cerebrospinal 
Man, and it introduces the student to the second of three "dif- 
ering and mutually strengthening substantiations of the symoolisia of 
j5hls°rfmote of the zodiacal Steen", the study of the cranxal 
nerves in their direct astrological significance. The material now 
of importance will be covered in two lesson, and it will be conven
ient to geve the table in the scond of these. The division is, as 

usual, into a fivefold and a sevenfold, of which the former is of pri
mary importance. The nerves themselves need not be learned, as no 
more than a few afthat can be retained in the mind with symbolical! or 
graphic actuality. While in the human structure the cerebrospinal 
system inbolbes far more than the cranial nerves, these alone are u- 
tilized for the astrological symbolism (except in deper work, far be
yond present scope, for the specialist with full medical training). 
That these cranial nerves are twelve in number is true in large part, 
but yet is symbolical because it is quite possible to count them other 
wise. The medieval anatomists with a flair for "occult correlations#, 
saw here the "twelve disciples" in the human body, and the idea has 
stuck (indeed, some occultist take the idea to-day, but apply it with 
greater superificial ease to twelve "centers of consciousness" in the 
body). Actually it is both convenient and proper to take the number 
twelve as correct, because to change it according to one point of view 
would involve Inconsistencies from other points of view; indeed, medi
cal science is quite content**to "let well enough alone". Innlower 
animal’forms there are only ten of those nerves, the eleventh and 
twelfth as yet not evolved out of the Vagus, the tenth; and in this 
fact there is established in the Cerebrospinal Man the two signs of 

"supererogation" found of special importance in the Organic Man and



>. 4.1 „ n,ri „ po^^usta" s Cf. Lesson IV, par.5| Les-in horary astrology 4°.s trie via.
son VII, par. 1)/ It will be noted that there is no general pattern 
pf tjos odea Pf "supererogation” as carried throughthe five zodlaMl 
Htaen»; for the finding of such the sull scheme of twftlve ’'Hegelian 
zodiacs" is needed, and that is a study wholly beyond present scope 
and usefulness. wrt a great principle is here involved because it al
ways is necessary as a certification of the "correctness" of some 
fpretty scheme" of correlation on a Hewer level th&i there be a loop 
jp;e" requiring for a complete "prettiness" a scheme of correlation on 
a higher level. This does not creat but on the contrary stops abso
lutely any infinite regress of reasoning because the recission is to 
the "circle of completeness" inherent in the given point of vasew. The 
will is not "permitted" by the wolld in which it functions, but rather 
the world of will is created by its in and through its imagery.
It is the privilegg of man to establish this woils in a dimension pleas
ing to him, the extent of dimension depending wholly upon his willing
ness to express himself in cooperation with the other entities (and the 
necessities of their will wollds as they are drawn into his social be
ing). It is the duty of the Cerebrospinal Man to chart these will-

worlds.
The idea of "supererogation" in terms of "loop-hole" or ox a 

"factor of exception" to be disregarded in the establishment of any 
reality is of first importance in any consideration of fcxie wxll and 
the Cerebrospinal Man. he first nerve is so numoerea oecause it 
lies most to the fromt, but it remains forever primitive, and "animal" 
and is a part of the sevenfold, not the fivefold. Present considera- 
tioii "begins with the Optic or second nerve* This is the fonnaacion 
of will because in symbolism all reality begins•witfc sight, the basic 
substantiating sense, and this nerve is unique in being practically 
not a nerve at all but really a prolongation of the substance of the
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■brain its ••"If (in a way that cannot really be said. b0  the first nerve).
Sight or spatial sense of being, is directly an operation of the 
brain, here the brain "reaches out" and "makes" its own touch' wita the 
world in which identity is established. this is "supererogation, a— 
raong the twelve nerves of a new sort5 here Will is escabl shed ana symboli
cally in the sign Leo, teken therfore as the "spiritual head of the 
zodiac" and becoming properly the home of the sun, asllteral center of

the universal system know to man.
The beginning of the will m  imagery, or "personality (in 

its highess sense; the point of view carefully restricted to the Cere
brospinal Man) lies in direct touch with life, anu in anu throughLeo 
the native of a chart may be analyzed in terms of his ©pacity to make 
a real (actual, direct) touch with the reality of the sccernal worlus 
social capactity in its most spiritual sense. Ine seconci gr—at seep 
in the operation of the will as imagery must be a capacicy xor dis
crimination in spatial relationsmps, anci this is symbolized and large
ly established in leteral fact by the next of the cranial nerves, the
third or Oculomotor. Here the enervation, of une muscles ox one ej-e—

the
ball croper, is of four and six of them— the major part In geneial
eye movement— and In addition of the one muscle ±n the udi&y whicn 
strikingly enough is of non-volitional type (non-straited) and yet is subjecl 
to will controls the ciliary, by which the eye focuses upon an object.
Also this nerve enervates the iris of the eye in par0, in au.juscment 
to this same focus upon objects m  the matter of distance (ohe most 
direct of all spatial relationships, and the most simple). Here is 
more "supererogation"; indeed, supererogation is the mosi common xactor 
in astrology once the eyes have been opened to io. xne ralertnip ox 
this third nerve, the second of five controls, is Cancer, and it 
is in this sign of "growth" that the will builds its domain; placing

■a— t -p i k i n p- 1 v frh Pi
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• , distance or basic discrimination; strikingly ^neobiects in terms oi distance u ■ ■ _
. f thc central function of allbeing, or a__ 

home of the moon as ruler of ehe
immediate reality.

The fourth and sixth nerves, the third and fifth controls of 
the fivefold, may be considered tobether. The sixth nerve (fifth con
trol: be careful not to mix these numbers) is in a measure "superero
gation" again, functioning on the m sub-being" &vel of the general 
jfcfsHxih)Hegelian scheme to be fgiven in Lesson iCrll)'. The Irocnlear nerve 
(fourth) and Abducens (sixth) enervate the superior oblique and exter
nal rectus muscles of the eyeball respectively, concerned respectively 
frith movement downward and outward and with internal squint ana its 
prevention; Gemini and Aries in orde, ruling the appreciation of bal
ance in spatial reality.

The Trigeminal (Trifacial) or fifith nerve, he fourth control 
is the will in imagery upon the direct plane of physical being, and 
there is here, under Taurus, rulership of the enervation of the muscles 
of mastication, eating, the highest sust specialization an the evolutionary 
schene of the "animal side" of man, together with rulership by this 
same sign and through theis same nerve of all the superficial sensory 
structures of the fi.ce and front part of the head, and m  part of che 
lachrymal faculties or the capacity to cry. This is the focal, point 
in the Cerebrospinal Man for the real, or "psychological" anci continu
ous "descent of spirit inot matter" , and it is here that thewill fi
nally certifies its images of reality.



KEGEEIA3 ASTROLOGY XIX THE WILL IN ADMINISTRATION

This lesson is the fifth of seven upon tne Cerebrospinal 
Man, and it introduces the student to the "pseudopodial" cranial 
nerves, or those of the "twelve disciples'1 whicn auministei che will- 
of the being in terns of "personal astrology". Under tie present 
consideration (this lesson and the one previous) the "asurology of 
will" is expressed in a contrast between! the nerves that go co the 
eyes (the. fifefold, including the trigeminal although its direct rela
tion to the eyes is only in connection withweeping) and those uhat 
turn in other directions of function (the sevenfold), the will -j-s 
seen to be basic in Its imagery, but real in its experience; and it is 
Is this latter phase of the operation of the spirit powers that the 
lesson now’ turns. The "experience" of the will is to be learned as a

funds.mental " outre a chi nglt-or "pseudopoa:Lai" activity of selfhood.

THE CEREBROSPINAL MANS TIIE CRANIAL NEE’gES, OR THE "TWELVE DISCIPLES"

THE WILL AS IMAGERYs THE CRANIAL lM3RVES TO THE OPTIC VESICLES

II Optic Leo Special nerve of sense of sight

III Oculomotor Cancer ^ of 6 orbit muscles;citiary, iris

IV Trochlear Gemini Superior oblique muscle

V Trigeminal Taurus Head-face; mastication; lachrymal

VI Abdueeiis Aries External rectus muscle

THE WILL AS EXP ERIE'MCSs TEE "PSE'UDOPODIAL" CRANIAL NERVES

VII Facial Pisces Motor nerve of ..facial expression

VIII Audirbr.y Aquarius Special nerve of sense of hearing

IX Glos sopharyhgeal Capricorn To&gttf (bash) | tda&Ali •; swhllo.wingL.r
-V-A. Vagus Sagittari us Voice;respiration-digestion;hear

XI Spinal Accesory Scorpio Shrugging shoulders;turning head

XII Hypoglossal Libra Motor nerve of the tongue

I Olfactory Virgo Soecial nerve of sense of smell



The five "senses" of nan. cannot he considered as other than
a symbolical distribution of his awareness of his outer environment, 
for the reason that there is so vast a difference in the functionmng . 
involved. In a broad characterization, through the Organic Man (anu 
the Neural Man as cooperating in this regard), the senses may be tauen 
as factors of equal weight, but when it comes to the "astrology ox 
will" it is necessary to distinguish among them in a rather adical 
fashion. The sense of sight has therefore been seen to be the whole 
foundation of the fivefold control in the Cerebrospinal Man, with a 
certain part of the sense of taste assigned to a rule subordLiante to 
sight; the whole point of view has ben that of the will m  its aware
ness of the external world as deisrable, as some now complement-,.ng ic- 
self and making real, through outer symbols, that which is inwardly 
grasped and "sensed" rather uncertaihly. uight is par excellence fcne 
external sense of the two major faculties of consciousness (signt ana 
hearing), but in the "astrology of will" it is brought into service to 
chart the self-realization or the inner or eternal reality in selxiiood; 
an inversion due to the special point oi view. Now the c.pproach xs 
to the experience of the will, tne means wheroy the will gains reali
ty not so much for its imagery, Bor itself, as lor the world of i aali- 
ty it is creating in which to expand itseli, in wnich sel.:.hooci msy 
flower. Here is the technique for the charting of tne "outreacning 
of being in ter ms of the operation of wll. xi*, the top ox tne pic
ture is the motor nerve of ficial expression,, tne seventh ana tne 
first outreaching into experiecne of the Till is a revelation ox »elf 
o the world into which self intruedes. this is Pisces as "first 
liasonW of experiecne, the poetic temperament or primary sensexuve-

ness of saif understood as a function of wi11.
Nest ccomes the fcitghth nerve, the socialization sense of hear

ing, and in this is the root of coeailoaredience or a capacity xor
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experience per se-. - Aquarius here -rules the -ture ■ sense- of -inner -being, 
as well as the bollcl circulation or inner and, real sustainment of in
dividual Hie. Floolwing social obecie.iice comes social desire ora 
willingness to admit the world to the domain of selfhool. Ahis is 
lartely in a symbolical act, since what of the woild is taken into self 
through the mouth and passed at the anus is only admitted to the "in
side outside" of self, but it is in this *ery symbolical act that the 
impoirtnce of the ou reaching of will lies. Here is Capricorn and 
the ninth nerve, or the development of discriminantion through an ex- 
perience of will, the ninth nerve controls the major girt of the 
senseof tasbe (the less inportant from two-thirds of the -bngue be
ing enervated bythe fifth* and the all imoortant act of shallowing.
And then the sfcbdent is brought to the focal nerve, at tenth or lagus 
"wandereing" nerve which he should remember , if all the others be for
gotten promptly after reading about them. Here under the rule of 
Sagittarius, is the coe of the operaton of the will. In evolution 
in lower forms, tuis nerve includes the function of the eleventh and 
twelfth. It is longest of the cranial nerves, and in thegeneral 
function of the body the most important. In its intimate association 
with the main trunks of the autonomic nerve system it is the most ac
tive administrator of the Cerebrospinal Man, justifying from this an
gle the characterization of Sagittarius in the phrase "executive abil
ity". The tenth nerve controls the organs of voice and so of active 
social beingof man outwardly, for man becomes a social being as, fig
uratively or literally, he develops language. The nerve is sensory 
to respiration, and digestion, therefore the vh.ll, by it, breathes h, 
as .it.were, the essence of both symbolical and literal social experi
ence. x'ut, above all these, the nerve Is inhibitory to the heart and 
is a key factor in the holding of the being and its functions at the 
command of social situation or even at the idea which the will is cfe-
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a ting,. Sagittarius ,1s focal poiint iBf pragtiacal being here bcause 
the nerve it rules is most closely akin to the whole operation of the 
glandular system; here is personality in thrms of pure will.

The three remaining nerves belong to the operation of the 
willl in fields where the will has moreor less ©tablished its con
trol of situation, the first towfo these are known to higher life 
only, Of them the most interesting is the eleventh, which it is con
venient to remember as the nerve making possible the shrugging of the 
shoulders, the symbolical act b' shich man preeminently shows his su
periority to any situation in which he finds himself. Here is Scorpio 
not so much self-contained as spiritually free (so that Mils is the 
most accursed of all signs when the individual is m  bondage to the 
fagaries of his own will), 'fhe twwlfth nerve is motor to the tongue, 
a factor in speech (also a symbol of freedom; when a man can "stick 
out his tongue" at life), but primarily it is a point of fefienment of 
appreciation, Libra as the will in its inward ana outer assertion of 
power. When the will is torn in itself the being is torn m  its 
moods,1 is "tongue-tied". finally is the first nerve, the special 
nerve of the ense of smell (shich means also the major pa t of what 
the average man thinks is taste), anc. here, under Virgo, is the will 
at its point, of most intimate discrimination.
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XX —  THE FIVE RACES

This lesson is the sixth of seven upon the Cerebrospinal 
Man, and it introduces the student to the third of the three "differ- 
ing ano. mutua.lly strengrthenxng substantiations of the symbolism of 
this most remote of the zodiacal "men", the recapitulation of the 
great cosmic cycles (of the earth and the physical universe to which 
it belongs, as occultism commonly charts these), in the ;ody and ex
perience pattern ox themdividual human being. This is perhaps the 
most pure symbolical material of "personal astrolggy", and yet the 
most fruitful of all to the student whose Imagination is captured by 
the wholeness of the drana of human nature and human consciousness 
For one who is left cold J?y the correspondences the febles and explan
ations now to be given can be dismissed lightly as special considera
tions, of no value to the temperaments of other than the infeterate oc
cultist. xor the casunal student the only point of value in fchsis and
the following 1e s bon i s the explanation offered of the curious fa
that the zodiac (for the Aryan race) "begins"with Aries, whereas
sum, the major planet, has rulership in Leo.
THE CEREBROSPINAL MAN; THE EECAPITUALATION. OIL.THE.JXSMOS.._rN_THE_:

NERVES AND BRAIN DIVISION RACES KINGDOMS
VI Lower hindbrain Aries Aryan Elemental
V Upper hindbrain Taurus Atlantean Mineral
xri Midbrain Gemini Lemurian Vegetal
h i Midbrain Cancer Hyperborean Animal
ii Interbrain Leo Polarian Human

NERVES AND BRAIN DIVI8IONS PERIODS PLANETS
i Forebrain Virgo Saturn Saturn
XII Lower hindbrain Libra Janus Jupiter
XI Loewer hindbrain Scorpio Diana Mars



X Lower hindbrain Sagittarius Tellus Sun
IX Lower hindbrain Capricorn Jupiter Venus
VIII Lower hindbrain Aquarius Venus Mercury
VII Lower hindbrain Pisces Vulcan . Moon

There is a double point of view' in the fivefold table,, the 
consideration of the present lesson: the cosmos charting in the races, 
where the signs are taken in cosmic order (the reverse of the Aries:, 
Taurus, Bernini Usual succession), and the mundane chsarting in the

ifii

kingdoms. ,rhile there is an overlapping of the races, and so the 
presence of the survivors of older races among the present dominant 
Aryan stocks, the kingdoms are all wholly present upon th earth at 
the present time.. Ahe races are therefore,fundamental!, a time 
distinction in evolution, and the kingdoms a spatial characterization. 
The races deal with the consciousness within the outer form, the king
doms with the outer form itsslf. Therefore, when it is noticed in 
the key table (Lesson SKII.) that Aries is on the sub-being level it 
will be at once apparent that there is a vital first .difference be
tween the kingdoms and aces in view of the faxt that, the kingdoms .are. 
an evolution away from .the sub-level of being, and the races, an evolu
tion (really an "involution") into such a state of being. I'he impli
cation©^ .fthisis that racial evolution is an evolution of the individ
ual, not of the raxe, and that the goal of an individual is out of 
bondgge to radial form and discipline, and into.a state that must be 
chartedin a larger realm of being. The "astrology of will", therefore 
begins with CAries., and in the conventional first sign of the zodiac 
shows the pioneer, the non-conformist,the individual who for better 
rises above his circumstances and who for worse plunges into sfeeper 
bondage to them (by fnitless anarchistic protest). . A'he other aaces 
represent steps towards this consummation of self-realization, and in 
teffims of will begin with a state of no-wtill or complete .shadowy- par-



tic i pat ion. in the general environment. his is Leo, a strong sign 

but a sign not strong to its own weakness and the necessioy of its 
ovai being. The dangerous self-satisfaction point of tne zodiac is 
now found. In this sign the individual is apt', to rind himsell at tne 
apex of things and so be willing to let everything drift, "first ano. 
foremost and all the time" for the maintenance of superficial advan
tage. ^ut properly Leo is a beginning, not an end, and the astrolo
ger is empowered to carry the imagination©! ins client into tn̂ . ^pir 
itual zodiac" where Leo is the head, at a beginning,, and to unlock the 
real spriritual power of an otherwise.rather unlucky sign. After the 
Polarians, in occult evolutionary history, came the Hyperboreans, the 
people who "dwelt to the nofcth^ and had shadowy etherial bodies, who• 
creamed away their time, not within themselves opt in their environ
ment. Cancer therefore is the point of immolation oi self m  the 
Pleasures of external being, and in the "astrology of will" the sign 
Cancer is seen as the point at which life i self is madeinteresting 
to the mind of man (he is swept,aproperly, onfct in the reality of things 
as they are, and. away from the tie to things that have long been dead), 
Cancer and Leo mau become signs of complete witndrawal xrom l^fe, of 
utter separation from reality, and this must be prevented at all costs.

To the occultist the. "historical" or tangible evolution of 
man is expressed in three racial currents. The Lemurians are to-oay 
by occult tradition, identified in the bladk ana brown man, theAG- 
lantean in the yellow and. red., ano. ohe Arj-an in die * « • * • - a 
Picture of course is not a matter of literal differentiation, because 
all lines are mexed. But the Lemurian tendencey was to live in blind 
and unreasoning bondage to environment, man at the foot of the ladder 
of experience after his two. sort of Garden of Eden stages (Poiarian 
and Hyperborean), and in Gemini is seen man's capacity to get to the 
very foot of things, to become hopelessly enmeshed in multitudinous



details. In the "astrology of wills", Gemini must be stabilized, given • 
3. true■i4stfcs±±s:. and a long vision. The Atlanteans we re not so much hopelessly 
sunk in physical life as hopelessly in bondage to their own inner pas
sions, and ambitions5 and to Taurus the astrologer presents the necessi
ty for a life- in openness and generosity, not one completely sealed up 
in self. Liberation is found in Aries, but Aries, like the races ox
the world today (predominately Aryan, among those with political and

its
economic power) is apt to under-estimate tteax&x oirthright, to j.ail to 
"reach 0&to and take what belongs to it. Aries nas to be given ci„s-

crimination, wisdom, real personality.
The reverse process to racial evolution is shown ov the oc

cultists in the great kingdoms. The "mictocosmis" or "elemental" king
dom is the great realm of free consciousness (substance of being before 
its course of being is determined) and the great danger^ in iiries is 
the lack of equilibrium and stability in the world of visible every-day. 
Taurus, as ruler of the mineral kingdom, is weak m  king too stolid;. . 
its stability and power of substantiation must be used. Gemini, is 
apt to spread out too much, to "grow all over" like a wild weed. Tne 
power of Gemini to manufacture reality must be put to account. In 
similar fashion the "animal" nature of Cancer and the "human" or smug 
nature of Leo must be given real and constructive outlet.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY iDCI —  THE, SEVEN PERIODS

This lesson is the lust ox seven upon the Og^gbrosp-Lnal ban, 
and it introduces the student to manifestation as a x undamental and 
basic "rounding” of the being. t has become evident , slowly, through 
the progression of these lessons, that Hegelian Astrology, to be tare 
to its name, must turn everything in upon center, must slapt every pro
cedure of astrological art to the enhancement; 0 1 the power and poten
tiality. of the present situation, and present constitution of every 
intity in its present situation. In the xivefold presented m  the 
previous lesson it has been seen that wh..ie tne genius of tne. ixve is 
alway a "striaghtaway" yet fivefolds properly exist in complementary 
or mutually reversing series, as the races and the Kingdoms, and it may 
be seen that it is possible so to rreat every five fold scheme in the 
Sabian systems. The lessons already have shown tnat m  a fiv fold 
there is afocus at the center and also one at each ena, Since the 
five is always an "expressionW or a direct straightway. In the oal- 
ance between race.and kingdom the sign Gemini is iouno. at cne unffying 
eoint, and it is Gemini, tne true "twin" oj- tnezociiac, that oife^s 
the best and most perfect blending of time ana space consideration m  
its power of "vivifcation" or putting the past ana present, in tne 
now and the "there" in the here. But when attention is turned to the 
seyenfold, the "manifestation gamut" does not so much offer the two 
ends and cetral focus, the three, as it reveals a turning on a cen
tral ficus of a relationship between a first and seventh, a second and 
sixth, a third and fifths there is here the "arc" and: familiar "fourth 
position"’ of occultism. The infinite regresssis defeated oy a oal- 
arace between .twin points of view, . Visulization 0 1 this is easiest 
in terms of time; the most remote past akin to the most,remote future, 
the next remote past to. the next most remote future, and so on.



Such is til-- familiar aeries of occult T,oeriods#. Tjese are only con§ 
veniently expressed in tine, however, as they are sapatially expressed 
as the "chains” and "ro nds" of the Theosophists. Actually an "arc" 
hlwnds time and space, for the factor ofunity for a first ana seventh 
a second and sixth, and so on, is found in space position b cosmic 
"plane" or "world". The "arc" presents a complementary downa nd up 
diffusion (simplicity) to personal integral Lon, and from the resulting 
identity to simplicity (diffusion" of eonseiousiness or an evolution jbf 
the "astrologyoof will", practically charts visible or oojective actu
ality, and the seven, invisible or subjective actuality*, again an in
version from the usual astrological point of view but quite correct and 
proper, because will (and identity behind it ) is intangiDie In every
day fact. The "manifestation" of will is in the seven, but the seven 
as turning in on "first cause" In personality and individuality, a 
manifestation of pure slefhood. per se.

There is an awkward confusion in the conventional presenta
tion of the "periods", through a confounding of tne period names with 
the planets. Actually there are two seried. The Chaldean order 
(the planets) does not belong exclusively to the Cerebrospinal man out 
planets for analysis carried, down into fme points of correla uion.
The moon Is the "will ruler" of Pisces (ano. Aries) as sA/ill In cne sup 
level of being, i.e., incholate or pure poetic ouLpourmg of sell (sud—
i'-'cfivel̂  hi Pisces and objectively in Aries) • Mercury is tne will— d' ' *" ... apperception
rule#" of Aquarius (and Taurus) as Will in pure practical pppESExkilnnx 
on the root physical level of being, creating the sxientifiic genius of 
Aquarius (and. the pragmatism of Haurus). Venus is the "will ruler" 
of Capricorn (and Gemini) as Will in schooled wisdom on the habit lev
el of eonoiousness , creating the critical discrimination of Capricorn 
(and the vivifying or adaptive genius of Gemini), The sun is the 
"will ruler" of the focal Sagittarius (and Cancer) as Will in the ani



mal- vitality of--the emoticnallevel of being, er ating the executive 
ability of Sagittarius (together with the emotional self-exploitation 
of Cancer). Mars is the "will ruler" of Scorpio (and Leo) as Will in 
SsmKgdEX dynamic power on the human level of being, the burning selfhood of 
Scorpio, the sign of which it hasr,i in the Neural Man, the commonly 
accounted rulership (and creating also the self-conscious selfhood of 
higher bfeeing, and in Li ra establishes Will as the freedom enthusiasm- 
pf \ omdovodia;' dovjfinity. Saturn is the "Will ruler "of the second and 
upper sign of higher being, and in Virgo establishes Will as the depth 
of pure or eternal and transcendent selfhood.

The periods of occultism, are named after the Italian gods 
(one of the few remaining bits of symbolism surviving from the Etrus- 
canMysteries) consequently their names have nothing at all to do 
iwth the olanets, although Saturn's period, and the planet Saturn have 
correspondence In the Cerebrospinal Man. Venus and Jupiter give their 
names to both periods ana alanets, which mut not be confused. Max 
Heindel-j whose hos&cruician CosmoQconception has been wuoted, ineptly 
preserved the name "sun period" (Janus) and "moon period" (Diana.) to 
force an imperfect correspondence with the days of the week. If
there seems sufficient "unutterable" confusion in all this to the stu-

who is having ' • , . .dent thsxsxxssxxxx difficulty anyway, let .him reflect that nothing is
of value to him. unless he can. use it5 that he handicaps himself woe
fully by attempting to remember a host of details that do not themselves 
"sort" into orderly place in his mind.

The Tellus or focal period is the period of "fourth position", 
or of the present, the status now of things "on earth" and it is 
ruled by the focal Sagittarius. It is from present status of being 
that experience upon the one side is utilized, by will, and upon hue 
other that vision and expectation rectifies the .judgement and contrib
utes to present Bality. In ^agit:arius the estimation, .of; the will



begins for here the will is. seen in its normal relraccion p-n Upon -x u- 
sejf, here the wil-fecus of personality is situated.

The Saturn period of beginnings and the Vulcan period of 
ultimate consummations are linked v&pon the highest plane of conscious-, 
ness or in terms of will as identity. Virgo therefore presents the 
will in its purest sense of itsslf as inherent initsell 5 ^ne familiar 
pure being again> and Pisces presents this pure using oi w.;..ll in terms, 
of its reams and anticipations of itself. The Janus period of per
sonality sources and the Venus periods of personality realizations are 
linked in will as pure personality. Libra therexore presents the will 
in the enthusiasm, of sperlence and Aquarius in the enthusiasm of txie - 
ory. The Diana period of individual esciuement and the Jup j. terperiod 
of individual gratification are linued in will as sel.i —discipline. 
■Scorpio therefore presents the will in an experienced fi mness 0 1 char
acter and Capricorn in an idealized firmeness of cnarxter, tna t nai\.e 
these two perhaps most difficult of all signs .in ordinary analysis*
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XXII —  RHE ZODIACAL PATTERN

inis lesson is the ±irst oi five on cosmic patterning, and 
It introduces the student to the key table and some key principles of 
Hegelian astrology. Certainly itis true that through three Belated 
series of lessons (Theosophical, Hermetic and Heg&lian) theadvanced 

student has had an infinite ramification of zodiacal correlations pre
sented to him. ’'H&oat is the usefulness,to the justification of these, 
from a broad perspectiY^? Primarily it has been necessary to make 
clear the fact that measurement around a circle must be infinite, that, 
is limitless im possibilities, and yet not a hopeless infinite regress, 
wiuh a fixed starting point on the ecliptical or zodiacal circle there 
is established a fixed start in life, and such presumes a cause, re
quiring another cause, and so on: the regress. But with any point on 
tne Circle a stait, and especially with a definite and simple demon
stration of this through the largest of the circle uhits, thesigns, 
the .resolution is not to & a specific point in time or sapce, even 
through the natal horoscope is erected from a special birth moment and 
location, but to the centrality of being as such. The very definite
ness of physical being is limitidn, a limitation which creates the 
mechanics of analysis. But the analysis is not to confirm the limi
tation but to chart the freedom which exists in and through all limi
tation, to reach infinity as a supporter rather thkn a destroyer of self 
Astrology is a micrscope or a telescope for the mind, as the mind may
desire,,and the remaining task in Hegelian asgrology is to give an add-

peripherality
ed demonstration of Infinity as centrally, not prerjgpbsrtityy-r The 
key table follows:
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WILL
Virgo

HEGSLIM. ASTROLOGY:__!HB FIV’.l ON PEBSONaL BEI rG
BODILY 10.1! PHYSICAL BODY HABIT BODY EKOIIOHaL BODY MENTaL BODY 

LICH0C03KIC LA" OHGANIC KAY NEURAL KA ■ GLANDULAR UaN CEREBROSPINAL
_ P a Ttebit______ccki'oi: signs . carpi -:al signs fixed signs

Taurus Genial Cancer Leo
__.G e m i n i ____j^aacer _   _   leg .    _______Virgo   Libra

Aries Cancer Taurus Leo Gemini Virgo Cancer Libra Leo Scorpio
Pisces Leo Aries Virgo Taurus Libra Gemini Scorp. CancerSagit.
Aquar Virgo Pisces Libra Aries Scorp Taurus Sagit Gemini Capri
Capjsi Libra Aquar Scorn__ Pisces_Sagit _ Aries Capri Taufcus Aquar
Sagit Scorp Capri Sagit Aquar Capri Pisces Aquar Aries Pisces

There is no possibility of calling attention to all the pop-
ible ramifications of analysis male available by the tabble, nor is it
practical in any general work on astrology to offer a complete table 
of the twelve "zodiacs" under the Hegelian schene. The five schemes 
that are given here are created by the five root races of mankind (be- 
cuase the five vehicles of the individual are recapitulations of these 
root races). The other seven zidiacs, together with associated and 
differing arrangements of the above five, are the basis of the classi
fication of life in general, and they are of primary value to the tax- 
anonist, but not to the astrologer per se, nor the general occultist. 
They may he used telling in a refinement of mundane astrology, but 
there is no statistical organization in existence to make possible the 
research work to put such a mundane astrology upon a practical basis 
(moreover, the cost of such an organization would be prohibitive h 
view of any present possibility of its usefulness). Attention upon
purely practical grounds must be held to the fivefold scheme of "per-

< >

sonal astrology", so far as the Hegelian system is concerned, and the 
student will observe that practically the whole of individual life is 
charted in the three central "men" of the group. The Micrcosmic Man 
offers a tie to universal pattern and the Cerebrospinal Man a touch

MAN



with universal will (extraordiaaly va'luabel in learning the potencies 
of the natal horoscope and for research work, bat of little value in 
the detailed examination of a particular personality). The common 
signs dominate the organic being because they stand at focal a±- cen
tral points of both the fivefold and sevenfold and because they bound 
or stand at the ends of the sevenfold. In similar fashion the cardin
al signs dominate the conditioned being and the fixed signs the emo
tional being of the personality proper. By taking the signs bounding 
the fivefold it will be observed that the Organic Man touches spiritu
al being emotionally, and physical! aeutality through his conditioning”, 
that the Neural Man touches spiritual being organically (by a function
al union with inspiration), and pyhsical actuality•emotionally? and 
that the Glandular Man touches spiritual being by a reflex (i.e., experi 
ence) and physical actuality organically (by a functional union ftfrth 
facts, or experience in the other direction). The personality or 
Glandulat Man therefore alone is free, independent in its experience, 
and all Solar Mysteries work must primarily concern itself with person
ality. The Organic Man is dependent upon social discipline for 
grwoth, and the Neusal Man upon "instruction by authority" for illum

ination.
Supererogation among the signs has been presented according 

to the necessities of convenience rather than the dictates of orderli
ness. Presentation from the latter point of view would require the 
twelve Hegelian zodiacs. However, the "signs of supererogation*? oe- 
'longing properly to each of the "men" may be seen in the table, in 
these that stand above the level of normal fourfold beings the two of 
each sevenfold that are not parallel to any signs in the fivefold.
The relationship around tne circle 0 1 the "practical supererogation 
to which reference has been given at points through the series may be 
traced out by any student who cares to construct his twleve tables and
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Indulge in a form of pure abstract theorizing that would foe strikingly 
stimulating to the creative mind. It will he noticed that threefold 
or creative "sould being" stands in the center of the fivefold scheme 
(viewed horizontally) gut that it is impossible for fourfold or objec
tive being to stand in the middle of either the fivefold .̂or sevenfold 
(viewed vertically), fourfold being must be sustained "within" both 
manifestation and expression and what the fivefold and sevenfold 
share in common is the "loophole" tie to the "sub" levels of beiiig, so 
that the fourfold of being is established, a step up in both schemes. 
Manifestation of the sevenfold is completed m  the "supererogation" 
to which reference now has been made. Expression is completed, 
om ots "lack of completion" in the realms above fourfold being, in its 
very capacity to "express" (there is nothing to hold the "steam" in the 
"kettle" of being here as on the "manifestation" side). Fourfold being 
presents, reading up, the physical,haDit, emotional and mental 
levels of Sabian terminology. The sub-being level is of great impor
tance, and there willbe further reference to it (Lesson IKVI).

There remains for necessary consideration the sevenfold as 
such (Lesson XXIII) and the fivefold (Lesson XXIV). Ana tnen perhaps 
the most important principle in occultism, and "personal" or ad
vanced astrology, the "step up and step down law of consciousness", 
will have further consideration (Lesson XXV). In terms ox the uable 
this is the phenomenon of the progression of the signs through che 
five and. sevenfolds with each new "zodiac".



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XXIII —  THE SISTER SIGNS

This lesson is the scond of five on cosmic patterning, and 
it introduces the student to a final examination of the "manifestation 
gamut" in the natal chart. By referenne to the table in the predea- 
ing lesson it will he seen that in "personal astrology" there are only 
three signs that are always to he found m  the sevenfolas, and that 
only one of thse is, in addition, n^ver set apart as a sign of super
erogation. These signs are Virgo and Libra, with Xcorpio as the "for
ever personally "manifest" sign of the present structure of man. Oh-, 
viously the signs named are typical of bhe gamut nowe.cr it may he 
situated (eve when the twelve "zodiacs" are used, for as the ioxm of 
man is allegory of the universe, so these five "zodiacs" are pattern 
for the twelve), and consideration should he given with them. Character 
istic of the three signs is the fact that they figure in the little 
story of a time when the zodiac had ten signs; that they an essence 
and symbolism may be regarded as one; manifestation per_se._ Manifes
tation therefore, at the beginning, must he learded not as something 
t at is bestowed or granted from without, hut as s omething which ±s a 
operation from within. Virgo is the sign of pure eing, and from its 
the other two are derived. Pure being is oy the necessities of uhe 
term self-contained, self-sufficient, self-independent. But this is 
supererogation; i.e., it is not real. Indeed, the great eharacteiza- 
tion of Virgo is the fact that it is unsure and yet self-BHfiEfcsiHEX that 
it is "pure11 or virgin9 and yet cannot n*knowu its own purj-Ly or vii — 
ginity as such without losing them. Here is supreme unwillingness 
mixed with willingness, the clinging to the unwanted, the wanting of 
that which the being cannot bring itself to grasp, the dpendence upon 
others and yet dislike of whatever is actuated or dominated at core by 
others. This is the focus |of the Organic Man (the central "fourth"
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of the "manifestation gamut"). What, then, is the "way out" for over- 
objective delicate-temperament V'irgo. In the prior lesson it has 
been seen that the Organic Man has its spiritual outlet emotionally, 
and its physical aactuation through its conditioning. Virgo is too 
spiritual within itsllf, too much of pure being (its delciacy of tem
perament), to turm to the emotional outlet primary (although Scorpio, 
the emotional factro, is its secondary creaion or emanation, as will 
be seen) 5 hence it seeks outlet in a conditioning, tfom which fact 
comes the "fussiness" and outward "instability" or opportunism of 
Virgo at any great issue of life. 'The process is towards Libra, the 
fonus of the "manifestation gamut" in the adjoining Heural Man. Libra 
offers enthusiasm, or the capacity for intense clinging ro the ^wanted, 
but the wanting of that which is yet to be grasped, the supreme will
ingness only now mixed with unwillingness, the dependence upon others
and yet intense liking for the dependence and the "release" which sueh 
gives to sslf. Here is still supererogation, hut a surer sense of 
selfhood. Virgo in Libra consumates itself in part, but not wholly.
The pp iritual need of Virgo in emotion must yet be met, and this Scor
pio supplies as focal addssign of the "manifestation gamut" in %he Glandu

lar Man.
Scorpio ms forever the iaolly manifest or definite creative 

sign in "personal astrology", the "accursed sign" in the sense mat it 
has and offers nothing but a more full and deeper participation in the 
"here and now", but the sign of the mythological eagle, the phoeniz, 
in its capacity to "rise from its own ashes" and also, as ii the LgypL- 
tian myth to "live for five hundred years" and then be renewed, i.e., 
to know immortality of the personality, or to know genuine reincarna- 

(*"** tion of the personality. Again at this point the whole pattern of
"personal astrology" is seen to point to che importance of tne person
ality. It is not in ist self-stirring at Virgo, not in its entliusi-



asm and great social sense of cooperation at Libra, but in its sheer 
burning selfhood at Scorpio that "pure beign" gains its consumatlon. 
And here, Mars, or a genuine spontaneity of life and living (the first 
impulses of being exalted isaainto action), gains the greatest practical 
spiritual importance among the planets because it is Mars that is lord 
of Scorpio, and also of Aries, the sign that in similar fashion will 
be seen forever imprisonedon the "expression gamut" side of being in 
the following lesson.

To view the dominating threesigns it is now possible to 
gain a threefold general typification of the nature of the signs in a 
"manifestation gamut", no matter of what pa ticula "zodiac" it may be. 
First is: the Virgo character of all manifestation. This may be ex
pressed in the word "internal". It hgs been pointed out (Lesson XXI,
par.1 ) that the sevenfold is rounding and that it tends to turn every-

itself
thing in upon kimxslf. This is an emphasis of the "internal" or pure 
being phase of individuality. When Virgo ISsterlly is focus, the ru- 
lership is of the entestines and the assimilation of the oeing, the 
drafting from the outside for the sustainment of the insicie life.
This phase in the "gamut" is, in the Mierocosmic Han, the spine or 
whole support of being, which in internal (opposed to the exoskeleton 
of lower forms); in the Neural Man it is the cardiac center or the 
support of the enthusiasm of being, which are properly internal; in 
the Glandular Man it is the islets of Langerhans or the "energy con
trol" of emotion, which is internal; and in the Cerebrospinal Man the 
Vagus nerve or the coordination of the oeing in face o± .LQ.oa.or ideal, 
a control which is internal. Therefore manifestation, from a whole
point of view, is the internal reality of existence.

This makes possible the next step in understanding, a fur
ther realization that manifestation is not bestwwed from without but 
is a contribution from its own self-containment, because under the
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contribution to manifestation by Scorpio all opeation of a sevenfold
is fundamentally secretive. Scorpio, without a direct supererogation
in the five human Hegelian zodiacs, always is interested in life $ it
is, and so accepts things at their own evaluation in order to judge
then*, refra'ns from exchange of information or whatever would upset a
meatus quo. The secreey becomes vicious when the sign develops its
worst side, but in manif estation as a whole the secrecy typified by
ticorpio is a resp ct for reality which is at the basis of any difinite
creation of reality. Manifestation is secretive because, after all, 

it
that can express of itself. Virgoes indefiniteness is gone, but 
reality is assumed, uninterest big, overlooked.

Manifestation is B&lly not to be to ched either ar Virgo or 
Scorpio, the fori er an extreme of self-sensitiveness, the latter an ex
treme of self-consciousness; rather it is to b known at Libra, in 
social cooperation, and this gives the Lest of all terms fro any of 
the signs in a given sevenfold: they ar "sisterly". There is in man
ifestation an unconscious cooperation with all other manifestation, c

und in this is the
i C -

cording o|ily to level and grade o± consciousness, ai 
quiet support ana sustainment to life and experience which is ideally 
represented by a sister, the a'miring and yet critical heart of one who 
knows the bolld, the strength ani weakness, but seeks always to encour
age and bring forth; to warm, soften and enrichen every conceivable re

lationship of personality.



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XXIV —  'THE BROTHER SIGHS 
This lesson is the third of five on cosmM patterning, and 

it introduces the student ot a final examanation of the "expression 
gamut" in the natal ehartm complementing the considerations of the 
preceding lesson onthe "manifestation gamut". The facet that Aries 
alone of the situs is always found, in "personal astrology", on the 
side of the expression gamut has laready been stated, therefore it may 
be expected that Aries will yield the key information upon eepression 
per ge; ined&ed, upon the analogy of the previous lesson it might be 
possible for the clever student to work out most of the implications 
for hiineslf. inhere are, however, a number of essential differences 
between the situations of the fivefold and sevenfold in Hegelian as
trology. There are no signs of supererogation on tne expression side; 
nothing to be brought into contrast with Aries in order to gain per
spective in point of view, nevertheless there is an squally effi
cient device. Rather than taking the sign that is at a center point 
of focus in the fivefold the place of Aries is taken in bhe various 
"zodiacs" on its level of fouffolo. being• Only the three more active 
"men" can be used, because expression is an active of "soul" faculty, 
not a static exercise of being. 'When, this is done Aries is foound to 
lie nly on the physical, habit and. emotion levels ox fourfold being, 
i.e., a step in outer reality below the level 0 1 inner being. 1 0  

state this in a differe nt way, Aries does not touch the human level or 
mental realm in the three active "men", and the first factor in ex
pression is therefore a groping towards ideation or mental reality.
This sheds immediate light upon tne nature ox expression. mani
festation was wholly of the inner, self-creative, so expression is 
■wholly of the outer, stimulating the inner to greater Beaches of self 
always. Real .expression is determined not by the content of the inner- 
self, eager to "express"' itself, but by the makeup of the exterior com-



pi-ex as a whole? calling to and creating 'chat ,wn ch is real ana a.̂  tin, 
same time "apt" in the inner being. Here is .justification of the pri
mary Solar Mysteries^echnique ? demanding that theaspriant not so 
much seek to tamper with the inside of his consciousness as ofici u ne put 
hiraself in situations ("selective conditioning") that will c^ll out of 
himself that which has Will would, conjure t. orth. Expression? ox and by 
itself? is a product of the social whole a m  not of the inciivxdual part? 
and for proper expression the native of a charl must exercise one 
choice that as particular makeup reveal as possible.

There is nothing revolutionary in the idea that the exterior 
and not the interior factors of life determine the mdiviaal self- 
syTvre — ” 3 op . 'Tob dreaming ?•?* Im*^ n** to oe a muscian primcirily Biases 
one? but training and. opportunity. The maniiestarxon ox one music? 
the real "art", is an interior and eternal thing5 but even in real art 
the expressive factor is an external. Therefore it might oe expected^ 
that Aries would occupy the focal position and. m  zhe 1 ivefold it xsxxix 
Neural Han or the conditioned or habit nature? and actually it is m  che 
nerves that the whole center of expression in die human mechanism is 
to he found. The function of the neural organism in the development 
of skill needs no exposition? but the fict that all expression is ^de
pendent upon a conditioned element in the racial experience xuself is 
not as obvious or will understood. Yet language and the actual inter
change of feelings, ideas or solid substance is dependent upon racial 
coin. Where the interchanbe is instictual the Neural Man is very di
rectly involved in the organisms 1 s iunc fc.ionx.ng• ..Language is L.he Meuial 
Man of the race*? and Aries is its fivefold, center? hence ruler of voice., 
and all first emanation of being. Astrology is primarily a xacial 
language (the whole consideration of ibsicrucian astrology; the series 
following? and climax of the present presentation of astrology), and 
it.is interesting to note the necessary orominance of-the Neural Man
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in purely conventional astrology, through the "lordships" or common 
and practical relationships between planet and sign and so between, the 
planet and. houses in turn.

It H&ynov becomes possible to g :-ive a Tbasic threefold typifica
tion of the expression gamut in £ny "zodiac", akin to the analysis of 
manifestation in-the prior lesson.. Expression of its own nature Is 
pure reflex or individuality (fruitage of cultured personality) 5 re- 
. sponse .to recognized opportunities of social situation, "aptness" per

se through accustomed action. In the orga: 
is an emotionalization of the individula's 
the Organic Man is at the emotional level, 
mands feeling in'this basic sense, emotion

nic functioning expression 
actuality, because Aries in 
Therefore expression de- 

con tributin not to itself
but the organic reality of the given situation. In the emotional 
functioning, conversely, expression is an incarnation or depositing of 

(!mt\ the substance of selfhood into the situation, because Aries in the
Glandular Man is on the lefel of root physical being. This means that 
when emotion comes into expression it must at once embody 'itself: sym
bolize itself in.an object, attach itself to a goal, direct itself - to . 
a tnagible actuality. Mere emotion for "emotion's safe sake" Is not 
expressive at II; it is amusing or disgusting, evidence of lack .of 
control In self, ummoving of others, -̂ ut when emotion is true ex
pression, as action and environmental sensitiveness, tin- result is a 
wholeness of the being' s self-evidence. Therefore it is now possible- 
to say, first of all, that expression primarily is unifying.

Then it must be said that "expression" is overt or active.
It is called forth by a situation, but once called forth, it is a.pro. 
jection not of the situation hut of the individual. As manifestation 
is secret and withdrawing, and. expression is open .and unifying, so 
the visible scheme of things.’ This is the necessary physical embodi
ment of genuine expression. or this gamut of the fivefold there-: must



always be a definite objectification, and it is this and not the mani
festation .gamut that makes astrology possibles the senses, circulations, 
controls, and thelike; the link of the individual with his external or 
measurable universe.

But expression after all is best typified in fraternalism or 
social: interchange, "brotherly” in contrast with the "sisterly" nature 
ofthe signs in the manifestation gamut. As a sister sustains, pri

marily, a brother stimulates and iads, definitely, theenterprisesand 
activities, of the s&fef. The brotherly nature of the fivefold in- any 
of the twleve zodiacal men of the Hegelian scheme will be marked in.
their rulershin of social cooperatives and ramifications of the influ-.

personallyence of the individual among his fellows, whether w v  fryvov in
larger.social groups. These are the brother sings in any given scheme 
in the sense that they supply the "password" to the larger life and : 
broader consciousness of man. Aries here is at the emotional level of 
the Organic Han and the organism itself displ ays both its need and -pos
session of feeling in everything it does*expression becomes the root
significance feeling of life itsslf
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HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XXV —  THE PATERI'J IN EVENTS

This lesson, is the fourth of five on cosmic patterning, and 
it introduces the student to the final roundihg out of the root prin
ciples of Hegelian astrology. Because in man hirns-lf there is the 
greatest laboratory for the study of cosmic pattern’s, the greatest at
tention, in the Hegelian gystem, has been given to the signs and human 
Auctioning. To the signs alone a full .three series of lessons has 
been devoted (Theosophical, Henritic and Hegelian in oraer), with Sym
bolical Astrology prededing. In rnna's functional for, and in the 
symbolism of his typical affairs, has vein seen the cosmic paooern at 
close rangep and the chapter of examination may now be colsed, Be
cause in the human social patterns, the circumstances of life wnereever 
they nay be taken, will be discovered the most convenient approach to 
cosmic urineiple (perhaps in a statistical rahter man laboratory sense, 
standing apart, to observe thather than dissecting, to measure), a full 
series of lessons will be devotee! to tne ecamiaacion of pui'.. circum 
stances throughthe houses (Rosieru cain Astrology, following the pres
ent series), pisedeG by Divinatory and Arabian astrology, m  tne 
charting of man's immediate affairs has been seen the cosmic pattern in 
its elements, and consciousness has been seen as a capacity to pattern, 
and to pattern potently, i.e., in a genuine cre&tive fashion. ?he 
chapter of examination here will be closed at the end oi the suadeed- 
ing series, when the last word in the present presentacion of astrology 
will have been said. Of course, in all tnis, j-t has been neituei 
practical not wise to draw the lines too closely, and there has been a 
great employment of the signs in the lessons where the point of view 
is p rimarliy of the houses (a discussion of which follows in “osicru
cian Astrology). In generalit has been necessary to issue lessons 
without any primary emphasis on isgn, house or planets (Sahian, Temple



and Professional Astrology). And because in the larger human racial 
patterns (events in a broader perspective than possible in the social 
make-up of the mement) there is also an approach to cosmic pattern (to 
eoomic pattern in its activity of greatest observable magnitude, other 
than the sheer mechanical movements of the heavenly bodies themselves), 
it is necessary to devote these final two lessons i>f He gill an as urology 
to the planets and the charting of racial patterns in terms ox time 
(or inner race'actuality). The planets, aapart from signs and houses,■ 
have been given specialozed consideration in Pythagorean and doiecoion 
al Astrology (in the first of which the lines were as sharply drawn as 
in the Hegelian triad of series up to this point). The good student 
will have not difficulty in keeping his lines clear, for the.convenience 
of point of view has never been sacrificed to any slavish conformity-
to superficial or too literal orderliness•

©

The purpose in the present more or less parenthetical turning 
to the planets, and closing the chapter there at the end of the suc
ceeding lesson, is threefold, first, it is necessary to tie the key 
tabel of Hegelian Astrology (Lesson XXII) more definitely into observ
able racial phenomena (to make It a more real, a i-~,re lit^ns aru~ u^e 
fulll tool for the younger "advanced student"), and this is the tasic 0 1  

the following lesson. Secondly, it is advisable here father than 
elsewhere to give some introduction to the type of cosmic patterning 
which distinguised Hegel the philosopher (1770-1831) in his philosophy 
of history. His work was the pioneer attempt by human thinkers to 
chart the underlying orderliness inall racial development and, irre© 
specuive of the correctness of his judgements, and the success of his 
disciples and followers in taking donscious control of the processes 
(Marx, Lenin et al), the possibility of such an effort in accordance
with astrological principles should be shown the student, especially 
when Hegel is the inspiration of the vhold present 8B ± a  astrological p-re



seniation. In general, as has bean statedm a "full-f&edged" mundane 
astrology is beyond present scope of nsssibilities, but its potential
ities may be s^own in the department of "pure activity" (i,e., as a 
logical extension of Pythagorean Astrology) perhaps more graphically 
than in the department of "pure function" (theorganic, neural and 
glandualar "geography" of special legate work).

Thirdly, t is necessary to give greater graphic suggestion 
to the "step up and downlaw" of consciousness (the "law"of aoer- 
■ ration" of the ©odex Occulttafc) and this is the principle task of the 
present lesson... -Tio more illustration need be given ox the saptxal 
aberration of the Hegelian scheme itself, mor of the philosophical op
eration of the law (whidh has been so well stated by Aquins in his
abberation of substance to consciousness and the reverses the higher
always form to a  ̂ ^‘ axsafxsx lower and the lower always matter co a higner. m u
temporally (in time) the aberration is of great importcince in astrolo
gy, a sort of "spererogation" m  all basic time cycles, ■'■hus tne 1 0 — 
tation of the earth creates the day, but it is nou quite a complete 
rotation because the sun (creator of the "day") "mee-us" itselx" in mov
ing about the other circles, to create the tyear. In uhis other cylle 
there is not only the aberration of 3 & 0 degrees in comparison with 3^5 
and a fraction days, but a moving backwards of the equinoxial point or 
a "precession of the equinoxes" which, while slow, yet indicates that a 
year’s revolution, like a day's rotation, is not a complete movement
about a circle. It is the precession of the equinozes which is at the

o
base of the breat astrological "ages". Aries 0 is now well oack m  
the constellation Pisces, creating the "Piscean age", ana an "Aquarian 

age" is imminent.
Among therlanets the application of the Hegelian piinciples 

is the measurement, in terms of hymari events, of the great cycles set 
up by the aberrant heavenly movements, ^he precessional cycle.is too



long for practical worth* bat it is convenient to distribute it by 
means of the cycles of the planet Neptune, an exception (aberrant) uo 
much of the planetary expectation, its orbit is not in proper place 
by the empirical "Bode’s law", it rotates in reverse upon its axis? 
it is primarily a cosmic factor. If thirteen of the complete revolutions 
of Neptune be taken (by apparent motion) ands then it be permit
ted to go forward one sign more, the restt.lt is that Mris laotion ap
proximates one processional age. Loosely it may be said that ^eptune 
reverses precession, and. distributes it. The GxstrlDUoion is through 
the ingress of Neptune into various signs, approximately every

thirteen and two-thirds years.
By thus "stepping down" the precession cycles uhrouh^ the 

Neptunian ingresses it is possible to observe the relationship between 
cosmic cycles and historical happenings. Eventually a complete anal
ysis of this correspondence through all leading nations, and in all 
wttlks of life, will be the privilege of a proper mundane astrology, 
but for the present only graphic suggestion, can be oifered.5 and .-.o a- 
lone if. os .importance. Thus, by ingress in fire,signs, Neptune Bteas- , 
ures to the greater American wars (Aries in 1861, Leo in 1911*) and to 
physical rather than political fact. Water signs brought commercial 
development at crucial points (l8*+7? 1901)? earth, inflation (lu7̂ - 
1 9 2 8 )5 and air, psychological revolution (1 8 8 7 -1 9 2 8 ).



HEGELIAN ASTROLOGY XXVI —  THE PATTERN IN DYNASTIES

This final lesson is thelast of five on cosmic patterning, 
and it introduces the student to the observable racial phenomena as 
they may be most directly charted in time (historical groups) through 
the cycles of the basic aberrant planet, Neptune. Here again is an 
anticipation of a "proper mundane astrology", touched for the purposes 
of general suggestiveness only. It isySeldom that the activities of 
men, as determined by a particular reference, reveal the same absolute 
time distinction. Usualyy there is averlapping in every direction, 
and except for individual difference bro ght about by variations in 
the cosmic pattern of the mome&t, the groups are apt to be distriouteo. 
spatially. Mundane astrology cannot be simple, nor can it con
structed. in practical shape without elaborate statistical work; this 
is merely a striking exceptional opportunity to demonstrate the 
nroeess employed* By "dynasty^ is meant not the succession of k.mgs 
or rulers in a literalsense, rather the ruling or dominant groups of 
people in.time succession as they are actuated by "facets of kingship" 
in their own character. The value, in actual or practical natal work, 
of the knowledge gained by study of the Neptune cycles (and the cycles 
of other planets in order) is, of course, very great. It is in a 
proactical way, however, an extension of the natures of planets and 
signs as they are learned under other points of view, and the present 
benefit to the student is that of review. If he gain asense of the. 
genius of mundane astrology over and above such, he is able in his in- 
terpeetation to take into account very vitally thedignnic&nce of 
political and world events, as well as the significance of social and 
geographical placing, in every individual case. It is to this (with
out any formal Sabian mundane astrology at the present stage) tnat the 
student is to be stimulated. 1here are many other "dynasties" than 
that set up by Neptune, but it is a convenient conceit to take Nep



tune’s very seriously, to advance it out of all proportion to literal 
tnuth., in order to create, in general suggestiveness, a potent teoh- 
nique.

The first step in understanding the Neptune "dynasties” is to 
gain a sense of the real mundane nature of the planet’s influence.
Here He a charting of the sub-level of being, so important in-the hey 
tabel of Hegelian Astrology (Lesson m i ) .  Occutlsm presents all 
evolution in terras of a prior "involution” or dip of potentiality into 
actuality, which in man is "four times true", because "he" is in his na

ture a fourfold. The mineralj vegetal, animal and human principles
of his being represent a time succession or an "advancement” m  evolu

tion of each over those 
this is not true except

preceding Yet obviously, in theindividua!, 
symbolically (that is, as geographically but in

ccurately taught in the coming to maturity of the principles, au birth

physical 5 at seven year 
one, mental). iVhile it

s, etheric; at fourteen, emotional; and at twenty- 
is satisfactor to draw all these factors

apart In general occultism, to separate them in time and space, tnxs

cannot be done in astro)loffy where the goal is a pragmatic moi.sui ement 
of facts. A baby, has emotion, palpably, and a young child manifests 
through a very 1 clear or per. It is still iL necessary to symbolize 
these processe, for what mortal mind can. articula.ee tne processes ox 
pure pattern without symbolism (i.e., occultism .peruse) , but there can 
be an exchange of suibbolism to aboud separation m  eiiae ox iactors tucit 
have to be analysed in time (i.e., Dy astrology), ihe suu-beo;:.g level 
of Hegelian astrology has dona this . It differentiates uhe "involuMonary 
processes wholly in spa^e; it gives them "prioracy". in terns of level 
of being as "no-level" or a transcendence of level in potentiality.
The Organic, Neural and 
stantiation, both expre 
er of the sub-level of

all the "men" have prioracy below their sub- 
ssive and manifest. Neptune is primarily rul- 
being, which rulers3 op is most marked with
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will-manifestation in the sign of Pisces (of which Neptune is often er
roneously given as "lord"). Aquarius thus is the basic manifest 
prmoracy of emotion, hence the sign of "desire" to the Hindus; Capri
corn is similarly gasic prioracy of skill, and oagitoarius or organic 
function of literal physical being. Scorpio, the creator, is prior- 
acy of form, the "bestower of form" to an imcoming entity through the

creative act.
The second step in inderstandint the Neptune "aynasuies" is 

the translation of this subjective or social support oi the individual 
into an individual experience factor, and this is accomplished by the 
somple device of taking the individual, in time, as signiiicant of the 
spatiao or general social emphasis of which he is a patt (due to the 
time in which he is born), and utilizing the planing of Neptune in his 
individual horoscope. This it is necessary to take people in groups, 
and by the word "dynasty" reference is to groups of people, all of

whom have Neptjme in a given sign.
A certain arbitrary line of demarcation has to be establish

ed hn order to atke the Neptune groups at periods of social dominance. 
The thirteen odd years cannot be measured from the moment ox ingress 
because the oldest individual with Neptune in that sign would only be 
thirteen at the end of the period, obviously of little influence m  
social affairs. In any case there is a wave that readies its crest 
more or less at the middle of a period. Unquestionably the rise to 
influence of a ijajor group is at an early type age; men generally n- 
fluence their times before they begin to "settle down" or lose all en 
thusiasm fro the "reform of the world". Actually it seems fairly 
accurate to presume that the age of twenty-five marks the period of 
the average individual’s greatest subjentive influence upon his age.
It is not true in the ease of the leaders, rhe ine ouu of a hundred 
(or out of a thousand, or million), but it proves strikingly aaccurate



of mass. nerefore from tne time when the oldest person with 
Heptune in a given sign reaches his twenty-fifth birthday, up to the 
time the youngest; with Neptune there present reaches the same age, will 
be che arbitrary period of the Neptunian ndynasty” of that sign.

The year 1859? on the basis of fehe assumption above, begins 
the..-dynasty of Aquarius, and developments in the western world Should 
therefore be marked by the Aquarian genius. Actually there is here 
delimited a. great emphasis of the age of science and invention. In 
the year 1872, on the basis of a amilar approximation, there is usher- 
id in the d.ynasty of Pisces and a great wave of dor.ina.nce of Piscean 
discursive reasoning? i.e., an# emphasis of higher criticism and "search 
ing out" ox intellectual sources. In 1 8 8 6  may be seen the rise of an 
Aries dynasty, and the ascendancey of the great "cult movement" taken 
as a whole in its present manifestation. In l8#9, with the dynasty of 
Taurus, came the rise to a peak in popular imagination of the active.or 
the "strenous life". In 1915 came the dynasty of Gemini, and the 
rise to dominance of the great and typically "modern figure", the ef
ficiency man. In 1926 came the rise to dominance of the Cancer dynas
ty, humorously anticipated and typified by the "flapper", and in 1939 
will come a marked Leo dynasty.


